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I was grieved, perhaps a little angry, th at
I bought him on a farm about three miles mo Uncle W illiam , and be my littlq wife
C u rio u s C ase o f S u p e rs titio n .
F a rm e rs ’ W iv e s.
Agnes, my h eart’s pet, my d arlin g ?
I had not been trusted to ride Selim ; and from here.
A widow lady in Paris, aged about sixty- The farmer’s wife is or at least should be, the
There is no such thing as a song bird n a t
I was sitting beside him in my weakness ;
now W illiam had returned,I wished to punish
How much did you give? asked my father.
most cheerful, happy being iu existeuce. Sur
him. B ut he took no notice of my ill-humor,
Twenty-five p o u n d s; and I ’ll have my his arm stole round my waist, my head sunk ural to A u stralia; there are birds who ch at three, who lodged on a two-pair-of-stairs floor
in the Rue de la Ferronicre, with only a maid rounded as she is by every-thing beautiful in
and said very pleasantly : Tell me, by your money b a c k ; I will never keep such a brute. upon his bosom, he clasped me in a fervent ter, birds who shriek, but no birds th at servant, was accustomed to spend several hours nature, wakened every morning to the joyful
black a rt where I have been the last half
W illiam Cumming had paid one hundred embrace, and said M ine fo rever ; and I an sing. W ell, there was a young man who every day before the altar dedicated to St. Paul, caroling of the birds on the trees around the
went out from England as a gold digger, in a neighboring church. Some villains, ob house, soothed all day by the whispering winds
hour.
and twenty-five, and he valued the horse a t swered M ine forever.
and was lucky enough to make some money, serving her extreme weakness, resolved, as Bhe and-balmy breezes, laden with sweet perfumes
H e was standing by the door, and I was double th a t sum.
Selim is eighteen years old to-day, and and prudent enough to keep it. H e opened was known to be very rich, to share her wealth. stolen from clover-field or apple blossoms, how
a t the opposite side of the room, but I ’was in
T h at story can’t impose upon me, said my
the draught o f air, and I answ ered: You father. Only two persons were ever on th at my eldest daughter is' ten. She is a lovely a ‘ store’— kind of rough shop where every One of them accordingly took the opportunity can she be otherwise than happy? O how
from my heart have I pitied poor pale, uneasyhave been whisking the flies off Selim with a horse’s back befo re; and when you steal an girl, more like her father than me, and to thing from candles to coffins are sold— a t a to conceal himself behind the carved work of
the altar, and when no person but the old lady minded women, living in large villages or cities,
bunch of penny royal, and you have been other horse you will do well to find out be my g reat joy she is in no way peculiar, un place called 1 the Ovens,’ a celebrated gold was there, in the dusk of the evening, be con where every inch of ground was precious, and
over to th e bank where the wild thym e fore hand whether you can rid e him. I t is less being a great romp, and very healthy field, about 200 miles from M elbourne.— trived to throw a letter right before her. She not a bird sang, but with a sort of wheezy,
grows, and you have been among the wild not nice to be spilt in a m u d-puddle; but and brilliant in her complexion, may be con Still continuing to prosper, he, like a d u ti took it up, and not perceiving any one near, choked music, and the very trees looked dusty
roses on Ginger H ill. I know all this,though you may congratulate yourself th a t you de sidered unusual in this day of prim schools ful son, wrote home to his father and mother supposed it came by a miracle. In this she was and dim !
How often in the morning, as throwing open
to come out to him, aDd if they possibly coaid, more confirmed when she saw it signed “ Paul,
I have been here all the while.
serve it. H e drove on, leaving the crest-fal and pale girls.
One thing is certain, and it is a great com to bring with them a lark. So a lark was the Apostle,” expressing the satisfaction he re my doors and windows to the cool morning air
H e walked over to where I was standing, len villian dripping with d irty water.
ceived
by
her
prayers
addressed
to
him,
when
that
came bustling in, filling every branch with
and said—
N ot long after this, we heard o f the a r fort to me, th a t though she is a child of good procured, and in due time the old folks and so many newly canonized saints engrossed the pure, sweet odors from the budding trees and
How do you know all this ?
rest and conviction o f a horse thief, and on sense, and good capacity for moral and in their feathered charge took ship and depart aevotion of the world, and robbed the primitive springing grass, have I wished my city friends
A s he came beside me, I said—
inquiry we learned th a t he was the same tellectual attainm ents, she is never called a ed from England. Tho old man, however, saints of their wonted adoration ; and to show could stand in the door by my side, and gaze
took the voyage so much to h eart th a t he bis regard for the devotion, he promised to upon the lovely scene spread out to my admir
A nd you saw M ary Stacy, and shook person who had been treated so unceremo little witch.
died ; but the old woman and tho lark land come from heaven with the angel Gabriel, and ing view.
hands with h e r ; and you have something in niously to a mud bath by Selim. H e was
T
IM
E
.
ed in sound health, a t Melbourne, and were sup with her at eight in the evening. It seems With everything so beautiful around her, woman
your pocket from Luke Stacy.
sentenced to the S tate prison for four years.
scarcely credible th at any one could be deceived can work hard, harder, perhaps than she ought,
For the Whig and Courier. |
How do you know all this ? said he, won D uring this tim e I felt very secure about
M any are the matches which I have had speedily forwarded to Mr. W ilsted’s store a t by so gross a fraud ; yet to what length of cre but with willing hands. Everybody and every
T lie E m p ty S le e v e .
der struck, as he had been h alf a dozen times S elim ; and W illiam used to tell me th a t I against time in my time and in his time (t'.e ., the Ovens.
dulity will not superstition carry a weak mind ! thing works in the country. You cannot look
I t was on a Tuesday when they arrived, The infatuated lady believed the whole, and even for a moment, out a t the open door, with
No spy-glass could tell you this for thought there was only one rascal in the in tim e’s tim e.)
A nd all such matches,
inscribed to Gen. Howard o f Maine, who recently lost his before.
M ary was a t home in her father’s house be world. The days flew by, for my youth was writing or riding, are memorably unfair. and the next morning the lark was hung out rose fifom her knees in transport, to prepare an out seeing some little bird very busy getting
right arm in defence o f his Country.
straws to build her nest, worms to feed her little
yond the h il l; and the thym e-bank is be happy. Four years fled, and I was in my Time, the meagre shadow, carries no weight side the tent, and commenced piping up.— entertainment for her heavenly guests.
BY DAVID BARKER.
The supper being bespoke, and the side-board fledgelings, or working industriously to teach
yond that, and hidden from every body; and eighteenth year.
W illiam Cumming had at all, 60 what parity can there be in any The effect was electric. S turdy diggers—
the roses and penny royal are beyond tho been my instructor in many things, and my contest with him ? W hat does he know of big men, with hairy faces, and great brown set out to the best advantage, she thought that them the use of their tiny wings, th at scarce
By the moon’s pale light to a gating throng*,
can bear their weight, or perhaps you see some
h ill; and the whole is three miles from here. friend in all, during this time. I always anxiety, or liver complaint, or income tax, hands— paused in the midst o f their work,and her own plate, worth about £400, did not make merry chirruping squirrel, adroitly stealing his
Let me tell one tale, let me sing one song ;
so elegant an appearance as might be wished ;
’Tis a tale devoid of an aim or plan,
You could not have followed me unless you called him Uncle W illiam ; and it never oc or of the vexations connected with the cor- listened ieverently. D runken, brutal diggers and therefore sent to her brother, a counsellor stock of grain, for the winter he knows must
’Tis a simple song of a one arm man.
had been on another S elim ; and besides, curred to me th a t our relations could change. reeting of proofs for the press ?
Although, left unfinished the blasphemous sentence, and in the Parliament of Paris, to borrow all his come, soonor or Tatcr, and hiding it wisely in
Till this very hour, I could ne’er believe
you say th a t you have been here all the People asked why he did not m arry. He by the way, he does take upon himself, with looked bewildered and ashamed.. F a r and plate. The maid, however, was charged not to the decayed trunk of a neighboring apple tree.
W hat a tell-tale thing is an empty sleeve—
The spirit of action is contagious. The hours
time. How do you know th a t I have some said th at his old bachelorism was a chronic his villanous scrawl, to correct all the fair , uear> the news spread like lightning ‘Have disclose the occasion, but only to say that she
What a weird, queer thing is an empty sleeve.
thing in my pocket from L uke Stacy ; and complaint, and would probably never be proofs of nature. H e sows canker into the y °u 6eard the lark I ‘ Is it true, mate, that bad company to supper, and would be obliged glide by and so does the work, and when dinner
time
arrives, instead of the pale, languid coun
to
him
if
he
would
lend
his
plate
for
the
eve
there
is
a
real
English
skylark
up
a
t
J
a
c
k
what
is
it
?
It tellB in a silent tone to all,
cured. I remember one night as I lay in heart of rosebuds, and writes wrinkles (which
ning. The counsellor, surprised at the applica tenance you find in the city wife, as Bhe sits
Of a country’s need and a country’s call,
I t is a letter, said I, th a t he has brought bed, th at the thought occurred to me,— W hat are his odious attem pts at pot-hooks) in the W ilsted’s ? ’ So it went on for three days, tion, well knowing his Bister’s frugal life, began down to her luxurious table, loaded with over
Of a kiss and a tear for a child and wife,
you from some one.
if W illiam Cumming should m arry ? I t is loveliest of female faces. No type so fair, and then came Sunday morning. Such a to suspect that she was enamored of some for cooked meat, under cooked vegetables, stale
And a hurried march for a nation’s life ;
Even so. W hat you say is a ll true ; but surely no harm to speak of it now, for he but he fancies, in his miserable conceit, that sight had not been seen since the first spade tune hunter, who might marry her, and thus fruits and baker's bread, a brisk, cheerful face
Till this very hour who could e’er believe
how do you know it?
has been married several years, and I — but he can improve i t ; no stereotype so fixed, ful of tho golden earth had been tu rn e d !— deprive his family of what he expected at his meets you at table, whereon you find ham and
What 8 tell-tale thing is an empty sleeve—
Simply and only, I replied, because I have I will not anticipate.
but he will alter i t ; and having spoiled one From every qu arter— east, west, north and sister’s death. He therefore positively refused eggs, and Indian meal pudding and molasses,
W hat a weird, queer thing is an empty sleeve.
a nose. When you came in 1 smelt Selim
The pretty widow, M rs. Jameson, had after another, he still persists in believing south, from far hills, and from creeks twenty to send the plate, unless the maid told him perhaps, but good, light, sweet, wheat bread,
aud tempting dishes of fruit, fresh from the
It tells of a battle-field of gore—
and the penny-royal. The mingled odors been staying a month with a friend in our- himself the universal amender and the ally miles away, came a steady concourse of great, what guests were expected. The girl, alarmed garden, that would completely upset tho equa
for her mistress’s honor, declared that her pious
Of the sabre’s clash—of the cannon’s roar—
told me th a t you had been brushing the flies neighborhood, and W illiam had been very of progress. A h ! th at one might, if it were rough Englishmen, all brushed and washed lady had no thoughts of a husband, but St. nimity of tho guests at the afore-said city table.
Of the deadly charge—of the bugler’s note—
off the horse w ith some sprigs of herb. The polite to her, and what was worse than all, but one day in a century, be indulged with as decent as possible.
A farmer’s wife can concoct such dishes as
Paul, having sent her a letter from heaven,
Of a gurgling sound in a foeman’s throat—
The movement was by no means precon promising that he and the angel Gabriel would city folks know nothing of. With plenty of
next oder I smelt was the thyme, and then he had promised th a t she should ride Selim. the sight of time forced into a personal in 
Of the whizzing grape—of the fiery shell—
O f a scene which mimics the scenes of hell—
the wild roses. W hen you came to this side i The n ext day was appointed for her to ride, carnation, so as to be capable of a personal certed, as was evident from tho half-ashamed sup with her, she wanted to make the enter milk and eggs, there is always something in the
house to eat. You can never take her so much
Till this very hour would you e’er believe
of the room I smelt the verbena—the only aDd by a not very strange coincidence, I this insult— a cudgelling, for instance, or a duck expression of every man’s face. There they tainment as elegant as possible.
The Counsellor immediately suspected that by surprise that she will give you no invitation
What a tell-tale thing is an empty sleeve—
perfume M ary S tacy uses. When you came night asked myself the question, W hy can ing in a horse pond. Or, again, th a t once were, however, and their errand was to hear
What a weird, queer thing is au empty sleeve.
N or were they disappointed. some villians had imposed on her ; and sending to stop to tea, and she is never so full of apolo
a little nearer,. I smelt Turkish tobacco and not I be m arried to W illiam Cumming ? The in a century, were it but fo r a single sum the lark !
tho maid with the plate, proceeded directly to gies because that tea is not nice enough, as to
the sizing of paper, from L uke Stacy, and answer was, H e was old enough enough to mer’s day, his corrected proofs might be lia There, perched in his wood and iron pulpit, the commissary of that quarter. On the mag render you uncomfortable.
Though it points to a myriad wounds and scars,
Yet it tells that u flag with the stripes and stars,
the most probable idea was, th a t it was a be my father.
W ith a mind evenly balanced, a home made
ble to supersession by revises, Buch as I would was the little minister; and, as though aware istrate’s going with him to a house adjoining,
In God’s own chosen time will take
letter. W hy I can smell Luke a t the lower
The beautiful M rs. Jam eson was still furnish, down the margin of which should of the importance of the task before him, he they saw, just before eight o’clock, a tall man, happy by her presence, a contented disposition,
Each place of the rag with the rattle-snake,
end of our lane, when 1 stand in the door. young, but much nearer W illiam ’s age than run oue perpetual iteration of stet, stet ; plumed his crest, and lifting up his voice, dressed in long vestments, with a white beard, wishing no change, a quiet, easy way of turning
Aud it points to a lime when that flag shall wave
and a young man in white, with large wings off work, the farmer’s wife is a women to be
Now you can see th a t I have fairly account I was. M y pulse beat fast, and the long everything th at the hoary scoundrel had de sung thgm a sermon.
O’et a land where there breathes no cowering slave.
I t was a wonderful sight to see, th a t— on his shoulders, alight from a hackney coach envied, and still some poor, foolish mortals
ed for everything.
vista of my future life looked gloomy and leted, rosebuds or female bloom, beauty or
To the top of the skies let us all then heave
presumo to pity her! P ity, indeed; better be
and go up to his sister’s apartments.
three
or
four
hundred
men
;
some
reclining
Except for the fact th a t you are all nose, terrible.
A lter torm enting myself till 1 power, grandeur or grace, being solemnly
One proud huzza for the empty sleeve.—
The commissary ordered twelve of the police stow it where it is needed! The highest, no
For the one arm man with the empty sleeve.
said W illiam. You are a cross between a ! thought I wanted to die, 1 fell asleep. 1 reinstated, aud having tho privilege of one on the ground ; some sitting with their arms guard to post themselves on the stairs, while he blest lot of woman is her home mission, and
vulture and a dove. B ut I must attend to awoke in a kind of shuddering horror. I d ay ’s secular resurrection, like the A rabian on their knees, and their heads on their knocked a t the door and demanded admittance. tho most superior place for the exercise of her
Selim. 1 dare say he thinks he is hungry. had heard sounds the like of which I had phoenix, or any other memento of power in hands ; some leaning against the trees with The lady replied that she had company, and power is in the quiet home in the country,
He went out to see to the horse, b u t he never heard befo re; they seemed compound things earthly, and in sublunary births, to their eyes closed, so th a t they might the could not speak to any one. But the commis ’mid the soul-stirring beauties of nature, the
Sarah.
was gone. H e looked all around, but did ed of the squeal of a horse, and the groans mock and to defy the power of this crowned better fancy themselves a t home and in the sary answered that he must eome in, for he was handiwork of nature's God.
St. Peter, and had come to ask St. Paul and the — New England Farmer.
not find him.
and cries ot a human being. I was sure I thief, whose insatiate scythe mows down midst of English corn-fields once more ; but
angel
Gabriel
how
they
came
out
of
heaven
He is stolen, said W illiam, much alarm ed, had heard these sounds, th a t it was not a every thing earth ly .— Thomas De Quincy. sitting, standing, or lying, all were equally without his knowledge. The divine visitors
A LITTLEJV I1CH .
General B eauregard.—The Washington cor
quiet and a tte n tiv e ; and when, after an were astonished a t this, not expecting anymore
I saw an ill-looking fellow watching me as I sleeping fancy ; but when I was fully awake
respondent of tho Now York Herald confirms
How much we lose by not making the ac rode home. The gate is shut, and there was I heard them no more. I t was a warm night
hour’s steady preaching, the lark left off, saints to join them ; but the lady, overjoyed at
F o rm s o f S a lu ta tio n .
some recent statements as to General Beaure
quaintance of our cousins, the brutes ! I say no way for him to disappear, unless some one in the latter p art of June, and my windows
his audience slowly started off a little low- having so great an apostle with her, ran eager
Most modern forms of salutations and civil
gard’s enforced retirement from active service,
we courteously, for 1 am not included in the has taken him.
were raised. I slept on the second floor, ity are derived from chivalry, or a t least spirited, perhaps, but on the whole much ly to tho door, when the commissary, her
class of persons who are contumacious to dogs,
happier than when they came,— B enton’s brother, and the police guards rushed in, pre as follows :
The gate was fastened by a pin, which and two large windows of my room faced
“ News received from the Southwest state that
sented their muskets, seized her guests, and
horses, and other quadrupedal inhabitants was put in a hole bored in the gate post. the South. H a lf a mile, in a direct line from from war, and they all betoken some differ- Home Pets.
the rumor about General Beauregard resuming
conducted them to prison.
of our planet. The fact is I am more in When this pin was taken out, the gate swung these windows, was a post road. I was sure anee, as from a conquered person to the
his command is entirely without foundation.
On
searching
the
criminals,
two
cords,
a
ra
coDquerer;
ju
st
as
in
private
life
we
still
T he T omato as F ood.— D r. B ennett, a
terested in a bearer than a b e a u ; and a open, and if the wind was right it might be th a t the sounds I had heard came from the
zor, and a pistol were found in St. Paul's pock All the secessionists in the vicinity, as well as
chained bear, who tra rels all his waking closed again. I examined and found the road or its near vicinity. I listened earn continue to sign ourselves the humble ser professor of some celebrity, considers the et, and a gag in that of the angel Gabriel. the prisoners made by our troops, agree in
vants of our correspondents. Tho uncovered tomato an invaluable article of diet, and as
hours and always turns a somersault a t a pin on the wrong side of the gate, which had estly, but all was still.
Three days after, tho trial came on ; when they saying that Beauregard's career as a general is
Suddenly there head was simply the head u n arm ed ; the
cribes to it very im portant properties :
pleaded in their defence that one was a soldier ended, and that the soldiers have lost confidence
p articular point, is much more interesting to evidently been closed by the wind. I smell floated into my room filling it, as it were, an
heuilet being removed,the party was a t mercy.
“ F irst, th a t the tomato is one of the most in the French infantry, and the other a barber’s in hid military talents. They accuse him of
me than a fashionable young fellow doing ed the p in ; Selim's breath was warm on it. odor th a t I was perfectly sure was from warm
So the hand ungloved was the hand ungaunt- powerful aperients of the liver and other or apprentice—that they had no other design than having lost, by want of ability, the advantages
very much the same thing. I wa3 always This was perceptible to me, but not to W il human blood. 1 shrunk down into my bed,
leted ; and to this day it is an incivility to
to procure a good supper at the widows expense of his position at Manassas and ac Pittsburg
very odd, and I cannot tell w hether I first liam.
and shook with horror ; then, w ith a great shake hands with gloves on. Shaking hands gans ; where calomel is indicated, it is prob —that it being carnival time, they had borrow Landing, and of having let fly an enemy which
liked W illiam Cumming for his horse Selim
Selim don’t know enough to take out th a t effort of my will 1 arose, threw on a dress itself was but a token of truce, in which the ably one of the mo t effective and least harm ed these dresses, and the soldier having picked it was very easy for him to annihilate. His re
ful remedial agent known to the profession.
or for himself. Selim was a wonderful fellow, pin and then replace it, said he.
up the two cords, put them in his pocket—that treat from Corinth is also looked upon as a
ing gown, and hurried to my fath er’s room. parties took hold each of the other’s weapon
Second, th at a chemical ex tract will be ob
movement which has completely demoralized
and had cost a fabulous price, though he had
He has more sense than a great many
F ath er, fath er! I cried, come with me.
hand, to make sure against treachery. So tained from it th a t will supersede the uso of the razor was that with which he constantly the great army of the West —one of the first in
shaved
himself—that the pistol was to defend
a bad name. No one had ever ridden him men, I said, as I passed into the orchard,
W h at is it, Agnes, dear, said my mother, also a gentlem an’s bow is but an offer of the
calomel in the cure of disease. T hird, that themselves from any insult to which their the confederacy—aud hastened the time of its
b u t W illiam Cumming, and yet the first when the crushed clover blossoms gave me what has frightened you ?
neck to the stroke of the adversary ; so the
strange habits might expose them ingoing home dissolution. That army is now gone, and its
five minutes of our acquaintance made us notice th a t the horse had passed but a few
I thought I heard some one, said I eva lad y ’s curtesy is but the form of going on he has successfully treated diarrhoea with —and that the apprentice, whose master was a fragments can be found nowhere. Gen. Beau
this article alone. Fourth, th a t when used
friends. Selim arched his proud neck to kiss minutes previous. I f 1 find him over the sively. I waited for my father to dress, and
tooth drawer, merely had the gag which they regard is said to be now at Eufala Spring,
her knees for mercy. The general principle
m e ; and I patted his glossy coat and smooth hill may I ride him, Uncle W illiam ?
it seemed an hour’s time, though only a few is m arked, as it ought naturally to be, still as an article of diet it is almost sovereign sometimes use in their business. These excuses, spending his time in pondering over the incon
for dyspepsia and indigestion. F ifth , th a t frivolous as they were, proved of some avail ; sistency of public opinion, and regretting per
ed his mane, and put my side-saddle on him
minutes, th a t he was hastily putting on his more strongly in the ease of m ilitary salutes?
You will not find him, he answered.
it should be constantly used for daily food ; ns they had manifested no evil design by any haps inwardly of having raised a guilty baud
w ith my own hands.
clothes.
Because it leaves the guns empty, and a t the either cooked, raw, or In any form of cat overt act, they were both acquitted.
I ran to the top of the hill. On the other
against the country to which he owes his life
Ton must not ride him , said W illiam —
W hen we were out of hearing of my moth mercy of the opponent. A nd this is so true
side,
Selim
was
trying
to
eat
with
his
b
it
be
But the Counsellor, who foresaw what might and his position. ”
sup,
it is the most healthy article now in
W h a t would be my portion, if any accident
tween his teeth. I went to him and tried er, I told him of the sounds and of the th a t the saluting with blank cartridge is a use.”
happen
through
the
defect
of
evidence,
had
pro
should befall you in your mother’s absence ?
T he R ebels R econnoitering F ort P ulaski,
smell of blood. H e always believed we when modern invenlion. Form erly, salutes were
vided another stroke for them. No sooner,
to unbuckle the bridle on the wrong side.
and what B ecame of it .—A letter from Fort
I f she were here to give her consent—
I told him of anything th a t seemed incredi fixed by discharging the cannon balls, and
All preparation for God’s work should be therefore, were they discharged from civil Pulaski, under date of the 10th, states that tho
Nonsense ! I c rie d ; my m other is used to H e quietly turned the other side of his head ble, for he had much experience in the
power,
than
the
apparitor
of
the
Archbishop
there have been instances in which the com gin in the househould. Many persons are
to my aw kard hands, butting the rig h t buckle
rebel steamer Gen. Lee was captured that morn
my ways, and she is not a coward. Selim
pliment has been nearly fatal to the visitor forever running around for revivals, careless of Paris immediately seized them and conveyed ing in the Savannah river, under circumstances
pertinaciously before me, till I unfastened it. tru th of my testimony o f my senses.
them to the ecclesiastical prison. In three
and 1 are friends, you can see.
F
ath
er,
said
I,
h
alf
a
mile
from
here,
whom
it
meant
to
honor.
W
hen
the
officer
— W illiam Cumming came along greatly
of home, neglectful of children, and seeking days more they were tried and convicted of a of a peculiar nature. At about seven o'clock,
B ut he will try to he m aster, and your
pleased but said Selim should do the gate close to the post road, a human being is ly salutes he points the drawn sword to the th e ir own pleasurable excitement, frequently most scandalous profanation by assuming to word was reported to Col. Barton that a flag of
hands are not iron, my little friend.
ing bleeding to death. I am sure of it.
ground ; and the salute of of the troops is, iu a kind of rcligons carnival. Any concep themselves the names, characters and appear truce from the rebels was in sight and approach
N ever you fear, said I ; I will turn him trick again th a t he might see him. So he
ing the fort. A letter of instructions was at
My father took a lantern, and went for even a t this day, called “presenting arm s”—
led
him
hack,
and
left
him
to
himself
in
the
tion of religous culture and life th at leaves ances of a holy apostle and blessed angel, with onco prepared, and the tug Thomas Foulkes,
three ways a t once, if he insists on running
W illiam Cum m ing; I dressed, and when th at is, presenting them to be taken.
an intent to deceive a pious and well-meaning unarmed, with Adjutant Goodall on board, was
yard
again.
H
e
drew
out
the
gate
piu
with
the
fam
ily
out,
or
th
at
is
a
t
the
expense
of
away. Skill is better than hard work in
they came 1 led the way to the spot, where I
the family is fundam entally wrong, and in woman, and to the scandal of religion. They sent out to meet her. She was halted at the
most affairs, and especially in m anaging a his teeth, and the gate swung open, he p u t was convinced we wouid find some one dead
were accordingly publicly condemned to be
extreme range of the guns, and ordered to re
H ow to C u re K ic k in g H o rses.
the pin again in the hole, and went his way
the end cannot but be mischevious.
whipped, burnt on the shoulder with a red-hot
horse.
or
dying.
The
howling
of
the
dog
th
a
t
pre
main there till her errand could be communi
to
feast
on
the
sweet
grass.
iron, and sent to the galleys for fourteen years, cated to tho Colonel in command. This was
W ho taught you skill iu managing a
ceded us struck us all with a sad solemnity.
The experiments of R arey, the Horse
< A certain amount of opposition,’ says a sentence which was in a few days faithfully
Leave him to me, said I ; I will take care As we drew near the edge of our field, which
horse? said he.
done. She brought down a Mrs. Handley and
Tamer,
and
the
promulgation
ot
his
theory
John
N
eal,
•
is
a
great
help
to
a
m
an.’—
her son, who left Charleston the day previous,
Common sense, I replied. Now let mo of him. W hen W illiam was gone, and Se was bounded by the road, we saw a horse ot horse training and management, are b rin g -!K ites rise against the wind, and not with the put in execution
lim was satisfied with the grass, I called him standing, and as we came nearer, we saw it
Never sulk. Better draw the cork of your and whose friends are at the North.
go.
.
. . .
ing befere the public much useful knowledge wind ■ even a head wind is better than none,
On the facts being made known a t the fort.
Common sense a t thirteen ! said W illiam, by a low whistle th a t his m aster used. He was Selim. Lying beside*him was a man.—■
upon this interesting subject. W hatever may Ko man ever worked his passage anywhere indignation, and let it fome and fuuic, than A djutant Goodall returned, and ordered tho
wire it down to turn sour nnd acrid within
la u g h in g ; and he took off the side-saddle, trotted up to me, and laid his nose upon my My father stopped to examine and said :
help to bring the horse, especially vicious jn a calm. L et no man wax pale, therefore,
rebel
boat to r e m a in until communication could
you. Sulks affect the liver, and are still worse |
and replaced it with his own, and then he shoulder. I led him to the door and sad
I believe he is dead.
horses, as they are called more completely because of opposition; opposition is what l’o r tho heart and soul. Wrath driven in, is as be had by signal with the department head
dled him with my own side-saddle, and then
rode away.
The h alter was buckled to his arm , and under the subjection of man without the ne- he wants and must have to be good for any- dangerous to the moral health as suppressed quarters. To this the rebel officers assented,
I went up to my room, and cried bitterly. with very little preparation, I started for a he was bitten horribly in his arms, and legs, cessity of resorting to cruel treatm ent, ought thing. H ardship is the native soil of manand gave their word of honor that they would
small-pox to the animal system. Dissipate it
Selim cantered away, and had bled to death. They raised him,
not leave tho spot where they were anchored.
G irls and babies don’t weep— they cry. contraband ride.
to be known by all who have the manage- hood and self-reliance.
H e th a t cannot by reflecting on the mildness, humility and se
No sooner, however, had the Foulkes returned
seemingly
proud
o
f
his
burden
and
I
was
W hen my eyes were red, and my curls in a
and laid him on the back o f the now docile ment of equine quadrupeds. W e heard, a abide the storm without flinching, lies down renity ot better men than yourself, suffering than the General Lee put on all steam and start
tangle, I looked in the glass. I was a t a rocked in the cradle of an ecstatic delight. Selim, thinking perhaps he had only fainted. day or two since, a description of the tarn- by the wayside to be overlooked or forgot- under greater wrongs than you have ever been
ed
up the Savannah.
called upon to bear.
trying age; my collar-bones were prominent, There is, in my opinion, no terrestrial ecstacy They took him to our house; but he was ing of a kicking horse and another who was ten.’
The Foulkes was immediately brought in to
and had salt cellars, with dreadful shadows, to be compared with a ennter, provided your quite dead. H e proved to be the thief who an inveterate runaway, by methods so sim
the
wharf, and a couple of brass field pieces were
An Offer from a T urkish Officer.—Kadri
and my arm s were skin and bones. A wea horse be of the right kind, and the atm os had stolen Selim before, and who had only ple
and liareyish
th a t ...we -------cannot forbear
r ---------------j
___
— to
Some men of talent and merit are only Bey, late acaptain in the Imperial body guard run down from the Colonel’s quarters on the
ver would have said that I was all warp, phere and scenery equally desirable. F o r been three days out of prison. A fter the publish them for the benefit of horseologists pleased with the society of their inferiors, of the Sultan, has written a letter to thoPresi- double duick. These were placed aboard, and
and no filling. W illiam Cumming was thirty myself, I want no company but my horse. necessary formalities, the poor wretch was in general.
i where they find it easiest to shine. This is dent tendering his services for the defence of the the tug was sent in swift persuit. By the time
she caught up with the General Lee the latter
years old, and had a farm adjoining my I do not want to put my foot in the hand of buiied. Selim never passed the place where
i f you have a horse th a t has a habit, to calculate very foolishly ; since in striving
b ^ X X t T f i “ Sifferent““times'‘f ^ had nearly aeached Savannah.
any
cavalier
;
but
I
want
to
spring
into
my
father’s. H e was a scholar and a gentleman
he had killed him w ithout being seized with when in harness, of bringing his heels in with a man of ability, we sharpen our own bravery, it is very probable the President will
Running alongside, the Lee was boarded, a
and cultivated his own land, and had the asril cradle, and skim over hill and dale, like a Bevero fit of shuddering.
contact with the dasher and dam aging the powers— but always degenerate in ex ercis-1asgj„n him t0 one of the staffs of our generals— guard placed over her machinery, her officers
handsomest horses in the county. I had a a creature with wings.
I was very ill from the shook of this vehicle by kicking, proceed as follows :—
ing ourselves w ith fools.
perhaps of General McClellan, who has been in taken prisoners, and the steamer returned to
great respect for him, though I am afraid he
Once only Selim tried my m e ttle; but dreadful scene. I believe I was out of my
P lace around his neck a band like th at
--------------------------- .
Constantinople. Americans who visited Tur- Pulaski undqr her one steam.
Tiic rebels have once or twice before made
was indebted to his four footed friends for a when he found th a t i understood his game, senses, and had a sort of brain fever, which used for the riding martingale. Then take
Quicksilver is used in recovering gold kCy on similar errands to that of Kadri Bey reportion of it.
and swayed him first to one side and then was very much aggravated when the widow two light straps, buckle them to the bit on from quartz by agitating it with ground eeived appointments from the Turkish govern- rcconnoisancea of Pulaski under a flag of truce.
That thing is “ played o u t.”
I have said th a t I was odd. M y sense the other, and finally turned him completely Jameson called to see me.
either side, pass them through the neck band quartz in water. M ercury will take up j ment during the Crimean war.
How the Arkansas Cotton gets to Market.
had a sort of preternatural acuteness th a t round, he made up his miud to go swiftly
W hen I was recovering, when I was very and thence inside the girth and strap them ; about its own weight of gold, but it is never
‘ P apa,’ said my bright eyed little girl to me —A correspondent of the Philadelphia Press
seemed miraculous to others, and I am not forward, and give me no trouble. I patted well but weak, I was one d ay alone with securely to to each fetlock of the hind feet, Js aturated to such an extent in practice.
one
day,
‘
I
b
’lieve
mamma
loves
you
better’n
quite sure but th a t I had a sense more than his neck, to let him know th a t I appreciated William Cumm ing; I was looking a t him, taking care to have them of the p r o p e r 1 „
writes from Helena, Arkansas :
_
------------ ----- -™ e Negro. The Wash- she does me.’
belonged to my acquaintances.
W illiam his good manners ; and after a canter of ten and thinking how noble and beautiful he was, length. W hen a horse is rigged in thiS man-1 Tue GovERN11EXT
“ Let me tell you how the cotton is procured
I confess to doubts on that subject, but I con
Cumming used to call me a little witch, be miles, I turned him homeward. On the way and then I thought of the widow Jam eson, ner if he attem pt to “ kick up behind,” each j lnSton correspondent of the New York Post cluded that it was not best to deny the soft im here. A great deal of it is brought in by necause I could tell him what he was quite I saw the same ill-looking fellow watching and of her beauty, and I s a id :
grus,
whe sell it for five or ten dollars a bale.
peachment.
She
meditated
thoughtfully
about
effort will je rk his head down in such a way makes the annexed statement:
I t is worth two hundred in New York. They
sure I did not know, and could not find out the horse, th a t W illiam had observed. We
‘Uncle W illiam , has Mrs. Jam eson ridden as to throw him over his head. He will make
“ The position of the Administration on the it for some time, evidently construing my si
steal
it
from their masters, some of whom have
by any natural means— but he meant usual, compared descriptions, and found th a t he Selim yet ?
but few attem pts to kick when he finds his subject of slavery cannot he misunderstood by lence as unfavorable to her side.
• W ell,’ said she at last, ‘ I s’pose its all run away and some have not. After they get
1 think, when he said nalural. My ways of was the same person. W illiam was delight
Agues, dear, said he, almost im patiently
the
money
they don’t know the value of it,
r ig h t; you’re the biggest and it takes more to
acquiring information were very simple, and ed to know th a t I had ridden Selim without I wish you would never call me Uncle W il
and the soldiers steal it from them.
lessons will cure him altogether.
, out. coiored rcgiments will not be accepted di- love you.’
natural to m e; still, as i had established a accident or ill-behavior on the p a rt of the liam again ; and his forehead had an ugly
A
darkey
came running into General Wash—-------- ------------- ■
I rectly by the government a t present. Mr. Lincharacter for extraordinary knowingness, I horse. H is partiality for the orchard caused scowl on it, which greatly m arred its exceed
Sudden D eaths. The Exeter Ballot says that burnc’s office the other day and wanted a pass to
W hen in a despondent mood, look on the coin to1^ tho western deputation so a fortnight
him to be left there in the clover, and the ing beauty. I blushed scarlet, but said noth good , h i „ „ yhieb God h a . ™
got credit when I did not deserve it.
S . X
" “ So“ on Tuesday of last week the family of Mr Sam go across the river ; he had ODe, he said, but it
F o r instance, when I said to my little next day he was stolen. The hill separated ing.
uel Colcord of Kingston, N. II, consisting of a was from the wrong officer. He was going asuch boaotiful profu.iOQ ; aod a t th . greater
L, „ ln
very cautious not to commit wife, two daughters and a son, were all in good cross the river with some whites to show them
brother : How came you to go into the china him from our sight, and a breach was made
Please promise never to call me uncle
good
things
which
he
has
promised
you
in
,
himself
in
the
future.
Those
who
know
him
health and went out berrying. On Wednesday his master’s plantation, where there were one
closet and take mamma's orange ? he an in the fence, and he was taken away about again, he said beseechingly.
the next world, and a cheerful gratitu d e may best have no doubt about his intentions, and one of the daughters, on Thursday the mother, hundred and five bales of cotton, and they were
swered, redolent of the odor of the purloined mid-day. M y father had been to the vil
A sweet thrill of happiness stole into my
take the place of despondency. Don’t dwell that if it becomes necessary he will crush sla and on Friday the other daughter, was taken going to haul it to the river bank opposite Hel
fru it: Oh, sister, how could you see me lage, three miles distant, and was returning. heart, and I said, blushing and smiling—
ena, where they would sell it. Gen. Washon the dark side of things, b u t on life’s very with the rebellion. He believes that the sick, and were found to be afflicted with dip- burne asked the negro how much he was going
through the door when it was locked? and J u s t as he left the village, he came into a
W hy should I not call you uncle, and Mrs.
theria. On Saturday, Sunday and Monday the
brighter aspects. “ He who goes into his g ar first thing to be done is to overcome tho great three were buried, and the boy is now sick. So to ask for it. ‘I dunno,’ says Sambo. ‘Massa’s
he went away convinced th a t I was some piece of woody ground. R ecent rains had Jam eson aunt, when she is your wifo?
rebel armies in the field. If the rebel leaders
den to seek for cobwebs and spiders, no
thing very like a witch. O lder persons, in filled puddles in the roads th a t were minaM y wife! said he, vehem ently; I shall
then succumb, slavery in the States will not be terrible a visitation one man is fortunately not run away, and tho oberseer’s run away, and
the cotton is dar, and white massa git ’em and
a similar manner, cheated themselves into ture ponds. As he entered the wood he saw never m arry, unless my little Agnes will be doubt will find them : while he who looks, touched except 60 far as the legislation of Con often called upon to endure.
pay darkey.’ • Well, should you think five
for a flower may return into his house with gress will affect it. But if, after having been
the belief th a t my gifts were much more Selim approaching backed by a strange rider my wife.
dollars
would bo enough? ‘Yes, I reckon.’
A
country
lad
says
that
his
uncle
Ben
made
one blooming in his bosom.”
fairly beaten in battle—after having been driv
wonderful than they were.
even the ill-looking fellow, whe had ju s t suc
You would not m arry a little witch, said
a scarecrow so very frightful, that one of the Now, the rascals who get that cotton will make
en
from
their
strong
strategic
pointe,
the
rebels
A re yon quite sure th a t you are not a lit ceeded in stealing him. I n the middle of
twenty
thousand
dollars out of it. The govern
black,
feathered
thieves
actually
went
and
persist in their rebellion, then the President
tle witch ? said W illiam Cumming. Selim one of the largest pools o f water, Selim de
No one wishes to be w ronged; and y et it will maSte use of slavery to utterly crush them. brought back all the corn he had stolen during ment might ju st as well have had that as not.
A nd you would not m arry an old bache
Gen. Washburne ordered the negro to report to
kissed yon and laid his nose on your shoul liberately lay down, and rolled, so as to d e
is better to be wronged, than to do wrong ; I fully believe this to be his position upon the several days.
lor, almost as old as your father, said he.
Gen. Curtis when he got back, and not to sell
der, the first five minutes of your acquaint tach his r id e r ; he then rose suddenly and
because if we are wronged conscience is on subject.”
I wanted to say, W ho said I would not ?
Unjust Classification.—A soldier in the a bale until he had seen him. But the negro
our side, whoso testimony is invaluable as a
galloped away a t the top of his speed. The bat I did say :
ance.
won’t know enough to do that, and proba
army,
in
writing
home,
says
th
at
the
boys
now
D
rafting
in
tue
W
ar
with
E
ngland
.—The
I answered him with some im patience : I fellow got up. He was the knight of the
support, while if we do wrong, conscience is
I am so strange, and unlike overybody arm ed against us, and her rebukes are dread  drafted men of 1814 received no bounty, but on in the field are not pleased with the expression bly the * white massa’s speculation ’ is safe
wish people had as much sense as horses.— rueful countenance, and rueful coat, and all
so
much
in
vogue
th
at
a
better
class
of
men
are
enough.”
They know who means well by them, while other habliments, when my father m et him. else, th a t you could never be willing to take ful to bear. I n the former case, moreover the contrary had to furnish their own equip enlisting now than ever before, and thinks it
ments, including gun, knapsack, canteen, car
F rom our Countrymen. The sum of §1401,
people are always suspecting one. They
we can appeal to God who will befriend us, tridge-box and twenty-four rounds of ammuni strange that this better-class patriotism should
M y horse has thrown me, said he, using me for your wife.
W illing! said W illiam ; I would give the while in the latter case we are deprived of tion. Their pay from Government was $8 per need so much gold to get it started. The troops contributed by Americans in Paris, has been re
snspect poor little me of witchery, or the some bad adjectives to Selim’s discredit.
ceived
by Mr. Walcott, the Treasurer of the San
are
all
good.
I
t
is
not
well
to
make
invidious
black art. Even you, Uncle W illiam , are
wealth
of
tho
world
to
call
you
my
wife,
lit
this resource, and m ust receive his withering month. Offers of substitutes were numerous, ]
good,
Where did you get that horse ? said my
itary Commisiou in Boston.
distinctions.
afraid I will cheat you.
tle witch as you are. Will you leave calling Ifrowns.
father.
but very few were accepted.
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H o ra c e G re e ley ’s L e tte r a n d th e P r e s 
id e n t’s R e p ly .

With the general views of Mr. Greeley’s let
ter, as to the policy with reference to slavery
which is imminently needed by the country, we
agree, but we believe in the President’s unwa
vering integrity, and we are not prepared to
say whether the way has yet boen clear for him
to go farther and faster in the direction of our
own views upon the slavery question in its rela
tion to the war than he hns done. Let every
citizen remember that the position of the Presi
dent upon any question of national policy is far
different from his own. The people may speak
their impulses freely, may urge earnestly the
views which they entertain, but the Chief Ser
vant of the people cannot officially speak so
freely. When his decisions in matters of gov
ernmental policy are reached, they must be not
only from the promptings of personal inclina
tion, but from the most careful consideration
of their effect upon the good of the whole pub
lic and the common cause. A policy may be
right in itself, and adapted to work the most
decisive and beneficial results, if adopted and
sustained by the voice of the country, but when
any citizen, or any body of citizens, arrive a t a
conviction of its utility, they may not, perhaps,
with certainty determine th at the time is come
for the Executive to adopt and proclaim it.
So with the policy of emancipation. We
believe that the President has for months fore
seen the end of slavery as recognized by, or per
mitted under, the government of the United*
States, and anticipated the necessity, a t a pe
riod in the progress of the war, of a proclama
tion which should declare the freedom of the
slave. This seemed to us a fact plainly evident
to the President in the march of events, when
he invited the States to consider the subject of
voluntary emancipation with national aid.
And we believe that when the President's views
of official duty, and his estimate of the will of
the people, convince him that the hour has come
for laying the heaviest weight of the hnnd of
government upon Rebel slavery, he will not be
found wanting in either willingness or firmness
in performing the duty. For ourselves, we be
lieve that the hour of emancipation is come—
that the crisis demands it—that many consider
ations unite to make it a necessity for the
country ; and wc trust ere long to sec this
means employed for the more effectual crush
ing of the rebellion and the sparing of. loyal
blood.
X

R o c k la n d ’s Q u o ta R e d u c e d .
This city owing very few, if any, men to the
government, under the last call for 300,000 of
the militia, it was generally felt among ourcitizens that injustice was done us in calling for
eighty-four men from Rockland, and representa
tions to this effect were made to the Governor.
In consequence of these or of a more careful ex
amination of the position of our city, the quota
of Rockland has been reduced to F IF T Y -

E IG H T MEN.
We have now twelve days left in which to
raise fifty-eight volunteers. Let our citizens go
to work in earnest to accomplish this object,
and, with tho very liberal bounty of $ 2 0 0
which will be given by the city, we think our
quota will bo easily filled. But the work will
not be done without activity and effort on tho
part of our citizens, and we suggest th at a
meeting be called at once to take measures to
fill our quota.

FR OM MINNESOTA.

J e ff. D a v is ’ M essa g e.

N ew York, Aug. 23.
The Herald has Richmond papers of the 18th
St . P aul, Minn., Aug. 22.—Reliable infor and 19th, announcing the assemblage of the
mation from Fort Ridgeley confirms without rebel Congress and giving Davis' message.—
doubt all the previous reports. Mr. Wyckoff, After alluding to the sufferings of tho people
the assistant Superintendent, on his way to tho and the gallantry of the troops, he says :
“ The vast army which threatened the capi
upper agencies, met a messenger six miles from
lo r t Ridgely, on Monday morning, announcing tal of the Confederacy has been defeated and
driven
from the lines ot investment and the
an outbreak at the lower Sioux Agency, and
enemy, repeatedly foiled in his efforts for its
the murder of all the whites except a few.
Capt Marsh set out immediately with 45 mcu. capture, is now seeking to raise new armies on
At a ferry opposite the agency he eneouutered a scale such as modern history does not record,
a large body of warriors, who opened fire upon to effect that subjugation of tho South, so often
them, and after a lew volleys a large body of proclaimed as on the evo of accomplishment.”
Davis then charges us with rapine, wanton
ambushed Indians in the rear fired upon them,
killing a number of men. A retreat was at destruction of private property, murder of cap
tempted across tho river. While in the water tives and speaks of the confiscation bills as atro
the Indians killed tho capbiin, three sergeants cious. While tho monied obligations of tho
and four corporals. But 17 men returned to Confederate government are forged by citizens
of the United States, and a t least two Generals
the fort.
On Monday night the light from burning are engaged in exciting servile insurrection,
buildings and grqin-staeks was seen in all di another has been found of instincts so brutal
rections. Escaped citizens came into the fort as to invite the violence of his soldiers against
during the night, giving accounts of horrors the women of a captured city.
He mentions Gen. Butler subsequently.
too terrible for the imagination to conceive.—
Davis then says to enquiries made of the
Mothers came in rags and barefooted, whose
husbands and children were slaughtered before Commander-in-chief of the armies of the Unit
their eyes. Children camo in who had wit ed States whether the atrocious conduct of some
nessed the murder of their parents or the burn of their military commandants met the sanc
ing of their homes. The roads in all directions tion of that Government the assurer has been
to New Ulm are lined with murdered men, evaded on the pretext that the enquiry was in
women and children.
sulting, aud no method remains for the sup
J . J . Porter of Mankato, a member of the pression of these enormities but such retribu
last Minnesota Legislature, arrived here last tive justice as it may be found possible to exe
evening for arms. He was one of the commit cute. Retaliation in kind for many of them is
tee sent to New Ulm to learn the truth of the impracticable, for I have had occasion to re
reported murders. lie arrived at New Ulm on mark in a former message, that under no excess
Tuesday morning, and fouud the people pre of provocation could our noble-hearted defend
pared to bury five persons who had been mur ers be driven to wreak vengeance on women
dered. Others were being constantly found and children, but stern and exemplary punish
most horribly mutilated. He saw four persons ment can and must be meted out to the murder
who had been wounded in one room, cut with ers and felons who, disgracing the profession of
hatchets on their heads and arms. A little arms, seek to make of public war the occasion
girl was cut across the face, breast and side.— of the most atrocious crimes.
Deeply as we regret the character of the
A little boy was dreadfully cut up, also a middle
aged woman in an adjoining room. He saw a contest into which we arc about to be forced,
child with its head cut off, and 27 others mti- we must accept it asan alternative which recent
manifestations gives us little hope can be avoid
tillatcd with gashes.
The people of New Ulm are drilling with ed. The exasperation of failure has aroused
what arms they can get, and are fully awake to the worst passions of our enemies. A large
their danger and determined to defend the town portion of these people, even their clergymen,
are now engaged in urging an excited populacy
to the last.
Mr. Porter left New Ulm on Tuesday morn to the extreme of ferocity, and nothing remains
ing, and was overtaken hy a man who reported but to vindicate our rights and to maintain our
that the Indians, 200 strong, attacked the town existence by employing against our foe every
a t 5 P .M ., and burned several buildings.— energy and every resource at our disposal.
Davis recommends further legislation to make
Several citizens were seen to fall. The people
had gathered together and baricaded the streets. the conscription universal ; also the issue of ad
ditional
treasury notes; also some legislation
Letters from Govcronr Ramsey say that hun
dreds arc known to be killed, and it is believed for controlling military transportation.
He Bays the very large increase of forces re
thousands have fallen. The Governor yesterday
cently called into the field by the President of
ordered the militia with horses to the scene.
the United States, may render it necessary here
St. P aul, Aug. 25.
after to extend the provisions of the conscript
Mr. Goodell arrived from Glencoo ou Satur law so as to embrace persons between the ages
day jnight. lie brings the welcome news that six of 35 and 45 years
ty-two persons who were supposed to be killed
The vigor aud efficiency of our present forces,
are safe. Among the party were forty-seven the condition and the skill and ability which
women and children, of whom Mrs. Galbraith distinguished their leaders, inspire the belief
and family, Mr. Sinks and family, Mr. Givens that no farther enrollment will be necessary,
and family, E. Rider, John German, Mr. Miller, but a wise foresight requires that if a necessity
Mr. Cramsey, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Parker, Mr. should be suddenly developed during the re
Pierce, Mr. Ashley, Mr. Rotwell and family, cess of Congress requiring increased forces for
and the Tadden family form a part.
our defence, means should exist for calling such
As regards the fate of the missionaries, Mr. forces into the field without awaiting the re-as
Goodall thinks about forty families, including sembling of the legislative department of the
those between Lacque Paria and the Agency, I government.
are killed. He says all the friendly Indians
The rest of the message is of an unimpor
gathered at Mr. Rigg’s house to defend him, tant character.
and that they must have been overpowered.
In the rebel House of Representatives, Footo
A messenger from Henderson says the half- of Tennessee, ofiered a hill for retaliating p u r
breed scout Frcnier, would return to Fort poses. It recites that the enemy refuses to
Ridgely and give the inmates such assurance as [ treat our partisan soldiers as soldiers, and have
would induee them to hold out. There can be ajjo punished innocent private citizens for their
no surrender without annihilation, and the acts. I t provides that any officer who may
Indians know this.
have ordered such atrocities shall be put to
Col. Sibley's force was nt St. Peter's at 4 Jdeath it captured. An equal number of pris
o’clock Saturday morning, fifty miles from Fort oners, officers to be preferred, taken from the
Ridgely, bufeould not reach there before Sat enemy to suffer the fate inflicted on our cap
urday evening. Col. Cullen with seven hun tured soldiers or citizens.
dred cavalry, proposed to strike across the j Also a bill for the treatment of captives. It
country, and may get there ahead of Col. Sib provides that any officer or private captured by
ley. It is believed the Indians will get infor our army, who shall have committed any of
mation of the advancing forces and hastily leave fence pronounced felonious by the laws of the
the fort.
Confederacy or any State, shall be delivered up
Col. Cullen writes that the farther he advan for trial. Also a bill to punish negroes in arms.
ces the worse the news becomes. All the in -! It provides that the Federal armies, incongru
habitants are flocking into the towns.
ously composed of white and black, shall not
Hon. J . R. Cleveland writes on the 21st from | he held entitled to the privileges of war or to
Mankato, that he staid a t New Ulm the night be taken prisoners. Of such as may be cap
before and saw the most horrible sights ; in tured, the negroes shall be returned to their
one instance eight bodies of stalwart men with masters or publicly sold, and their command
their throats cut from cur to ear, their skulls ers to be hung or shot, as may be most con
battered and limbs mutilated. He knew some venient.
of them well, and says they were good citizens
Also a bill to retaliate for seizure of citizens
of Brown county.
by the enemy. I t provides that of the prisoners
Our opinion is that not less than one hun held by tho United States, a number equal to
dred of our people have been massacred.— that of the citizens seized, shall be held as
Large portions of Blue-earth and Brown coun hostages for their safety and subjected to like
ties are depopulated, with the wheat left on- treatment. Any officers, civil or military, con
stacked in the fields, the owners escaping to the cerned in their service, shall bo imprisoned du
eastward.
ring the war. All the bills were referred to
St . P aul, Aug. 26.
the Military Committee.
Foote ofiered a bill to provide for raising an
The latest news from New Ulm is to Saturday
additional force ol 25,000 men. Also a bill
night. This village is nearly burnt up.
providing
an export duty of twenty percent
An arrival from Crow's Wing direct brings
intelligence that “ Ilole-in the D ay,” the great on cotton and tobacco, to aid in indemnifying
loss
of
citizens
by the enemy.
Chippewa Chief, has issued a proclamation that
he would not be responsible for the conduct of
S
p
len
d
id
S
tra teg y ol' G en , Sigel,
the Indians after Tuesday, and warning the
whites to leave the country before that time.
“ IIole-in-the-Day’’ sends a despatch to Com 2000 REBELS ENTRAPPED AND TAKEN
missioner Dole and Judge Cooper to come and
PRISONERS!
make a treaty.

H o r r ib le O u tra g e s by th e I n d ia n s .

Last week Horace Greely addressed to the
President, through the columns of the New
York Tribune, a letter of two columns in length,
which he designates as “ the prayer of twenty
m illions.” He professes to represent those who,
constituting a very large proportion of those
who triumphed in Mr. Lincoln's election and
of all who desire the unconditional suppression
T h e B o u n ty o f V o lu n te e rs.
of the rebellion, are dissatisfied with the policy
Wc believe that the expressed wish of the
of the President with regard to the slaves of
government that towns should not offer bounties
the rebels.
to any considerable amount to volunteers
Its statements of “ what we require, what
under the last call for men was injudicious,
we think we have a right to expect, and of
and that tho idea that an ill effect will re
what we complain,” are, in meager skeleton,
sult from paying such bounties is a mistaken
these : 1st, it is required that the President
one. So far as soldiers already in the ranks
execute the laws, and especially that the recent
arc concerned, they may of course rcllcct that
enactments presumed to embody the present will
they were equally deserving of extra compensa
of the people, shall be carried into full effect.
tion, but they will remember also that these
2d, the opinion is expressed that the President
bounties come, in great part, from the pockets
is “ strangely and disastrously remiss ” in duty
of men of property, (exempts in most cases,)
with reference to the emancipating provisions
and they will certainly not be displeased that
of the Confiscation Act, and that traitors are
this class arc thus bearing their share of the
treated with tenderness to the predjudice of the
burden of the war, and that men who leave
dearest rights of loyal men. 3d, it is stated
their business and families to go into the ranks
that those whose sentiments the letter repre
now are receiving a bounty which would other
sents think the President unduly iniluenced by
wise remain in the pockets of the wealthier
“ the counsels, the representations, the menaces
class of citizens.
oi certain fossil politicians hailing from the
As to the clause of the Governor's order
Border Slave States
and it is asserted that
which states th at no volunteers who are paid
slavery is everywhere the inerting cause and
over §20 bounty will be received, we think it
sustaining base of treason, and that while the
will not be enforced. A number of towns have
most slave-holding sections of Maryland and
voted to pay a bounty of §100 to volunteers,
Delaware are in full sympathy with rebellion,
and we notice that in many places in Massa
the free-labor portions of Texas and Tennessee
chusetts a bounty of §200 is being paid. But
are unconquerably loyal. This section of the
if, when Rockland's quota of volunteers is
letter concludes with the statement—
filled, the Governor refuses to accept them, we
** It seems to us the most obvious truth; that
can wait to go through the form of a draft,
whatever strengthens or fortifies slavery in the
and then put them in as “ substitutes.” Or
Border States, strengthens also treason, and
the lact that the bounty will not be paid till
drives home the wedge intended to divide the
Union. Had you from the first refused to rcc-, S300 for Every Mail of Rockland’s
the men aro accepted may obviate all difognize in those States, as here, any other than
ficuf
Quota
unconditional loyalty—that which stands for
the Union, whatever may become of slavery—
DiKr P ostponed.—It is already known
The Dffiti'T
$35 P e r M o n th !
those States would have been, and would be,
to most of our readers that the time of making
far more helpful and less troublesome to the
A large and enthusiastic meeting of citizens , ^ lc draft in this State has been changed from
defenders of the Union than they have been, or
now are.”
| was held a t the City Hall, on Tuesday cvenin 1Sept. 3 to Sept. 10, as will be seen by General
Fourth, timid counsels in such a crisis, are , pursuant to a call issued by the Mayor and Order No. 38.
thought to be calculated to prove perilous, and ' Aldermen, to sec if the City Council should be
Mr. Osgood’s School for all classes of
probably disastrous. Force should be opposed ! instructed to raise money to be paid to persons Scholars, will commence a t the High School
to force, in a defiant, dauntless spirit. Traitors, who should enlist or bo drafted, to fill Rock- room Monday September loth.
nor semi-traitors, should be bribed or tempo-| land's quota under tho last call for 300,000
Anderson's S pring B ed Bottom.— Wc call
rized with. “ For our Government even t o ! raen.
seek, after war has been made on it, to dispel ' The meeting was called to order by the City especial attention to the advertisement of this
the affected apprehensions of armed traitors ; Clerk, and Mr. Samuel Bryant was called to unrivalled Bed Bottom in another column.—
that their cherished privileges may be assailed ! preside. O. G. Hall, Esq., was chosen Secre- We believe it is better than any similar inven
by it, is to invite insult and encourage hopes j tary. Remarks were made by several citizens tion which has been brought before the public,
of its own downfall.’ 5th, it is complained Jju favor of paying a liberal bounty to those who and from personal experience of its merits can
that the Union cause has suffered, and is now ' should volunteer or be drafted to fill our quota, testify that it establishes its claim to every ex
suffering from mistaken deference to Rebel ' which were received with hearty demonstra- cellence that is claimed for it.
slavery, and the belief is stated that had the j tions of approval. The following resolve was
P resentation to Lieut. Smith.—The late mu
President at his inauguration, proclaimed that I unanimously adopted :
sic pupils of Lieut. G. D. Smith, of this city,
in case of continued and armed rebellion against
Resolved, That the City Council be instruct(of Co. I. 19th regiment) met him, last Sun
the government, he would recognize no loyal !ed to raise and offer to every man who shall be
person as rightfully held in slavery by a traitor, drafted as a part of this city s quota under the day afternoon, at the residence of Gen. Berry,
,, , . . .
,,
j ./
J i
call of Aug, 4th for 300,000 men, and to every and presented to him an elegant sword and belt.
the Rebellion would then and there have re- p<.rson who may be drafted to fill any deficiency
The presentation was made by Miss Lucy F.
ceived a staggering, if not a fa tai blow. In Iexisting in Rockland’s quota under the previous
Berry, in a well-chosen and feeling address, to
such case, the wealthy and the cautious would call, the sum of TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS,
which Lieut. Smith appropriately responded.
have had a powerful inducement to be loyal, to be paid to such drafted men, or their substi
tutes, when they shall be received aud mustered
F ire.—A liquor shop near the old Steamboat
whereas, as it was, every coward in the South into the service of the United States.
In order that there might be no m isappre- j w h a r f > occupied by Mf. Gorham Benner, (who
sood became a traitor from fear. Through
rebel terrorism (the while we have fought hension that our volunteers would be rejected j " as abscnt a t the time) was destroyed by fire
wolves with the devices of sheep) thousands are under the Governor's order in which lie states on Friday night last.
nuw in the rebel ranks,whose original bias would that no volunteer who is paid more than §20
3 T We regret to learn of the death of Mr.
have led them into ours. Oth, it is complained bounty will be received, the vote was to pay Alonzo Perkins, a t his home in Thomaston, on
that the Confiscation Act is habitually disre the bounty to drafted men, or their substitutes. Sunday last. Mr. Perkins was a member of
garded by our generals, and that the President But in cfiect it is an offer for volunteers to fill the cavalry regiment, and had been sick in
seems never to rebuke or interfere. 7th, atten our quota, who may go in as substitutes for camp, and came home, hoping to recover his
tion is called to the recent tragedy in New Or drafted men, and receive their bounty. So
health. The funeral services took place on
leans, wherein a considerable body of negroes o-reat inducements were never before offered to Monday, under the direction of Wadsworth
left their plantations to seek “ their liberty in volunteers. The bounty and pay will amount
Division of Sons of Temperance, of which or
strict accordance with the law of the land ” to §35 per month for the whole term of service,
ganization Mr. Perkins had been a valued mem
and “ were butchered or re-enslaved for so doing
addition to clothing and rations. The time ber.
by the help of Union soldiers.” 8th, it is of service is only nine months, during the
Pic-Ntc.—Tho members of the Universalist
strongly stated that it is utterly futile and hope months when wages at home are lowest, and
less to attempt to put down the rebellion, and when the 6eason is best suited to make a turn Sabbath School, with invited friends, held their
yet uphold its inciting cause, and that “ every at campaigning comfortable. It is stated that annual pic-nic, a t Rankin's Grove, on Tuesday.
The Chippewa Agent, Walker, against whom
hour of deference to slavery is an hour of ad the nine months’ men will probably remain two A large company was present and the occasion complaints have been made hy the Chippewas,
is said to have committed suicide in a fit of in
ded and deepened peril to the Union.” 9th, or three months in the State, and that they will war a very happy one.
sanity.
the letter closes, as it began, “ with the state then be employed in garrison duty and holding
The Chippewa difficulty following so closely
The Musical String of P earls. By Rev. J.W .
ment that an immense majority of the loyal captured places. At all events the time of ser
Dadmun. Boston, B. B. Russell, 515 Wash on the Sioux raid, causes great alarm. The
northern part of the State is making earnest
millions of the country ” require of the Pres vice is short, and a t the best time of year, and
ington street. Price, 15 cents; §1,25 per applications for military aid.
ident “ a frank, declared unqualified, un the pay much better than a large majority of
Dispatches from Col. Sibley of tho 25th say,
dozen.
grudging execution of the laws of the land, the population can earn a t home during the
This is a choice collection of hymns and he arrived at St Peterson the 22d, and had
especially of the Confiscation A ct.” It says: same time.
been actively engaged in affording all the aid
tunes, original and selected, adapted to all
“ The Rebels are everywhere using the late
But no time should be lost in getting the men occasions of social worship. Besides some new possible to tho beleagured villages. Major
Fowler, with 50 mounted inen, made a rcconanti-negro riots of the North, as they have who are to fill our quota. Active measures
pieces by the author, including “ Loose the noissance on the Fort Ridgely route the previous
used vour officers’ treatment of negroes in
the South, to convince the slaves that they i should lie taken to enlist all who are ready to cable, let me g o ;” “ That Better L and,’’ morning, and returned to St. Peters at 3 o'clock
| on the morning of the 25th. He brings the
have nothing to hope from a Union success— | volunteer. It is probable that many of those who “ Anticipation ;” etc.
Wm. B. Bradbury,
that we mean, in that case to sell them into m a y bo d r a f t e d w i l l d e s ir e to go themselves, Esq., has furnished a number of the best new bodies of some women killed within 20 miles of
I St Peters, and reports the destruction of prop
a bitterer bondage, to d e f r a y t h e cost of the
war. Let them impress this as a truth on the and those who wish to volunteer should enroll songs, and there are beautiful pieces from erty ns beyond calculation. The Indians atgreat mass of their ignorant and credulous themselves, as those who come first will be first Snow, Collier, Kellog, and others. The | tacked New Ulm on Saturday. The fight conbond-men, and the Union will never be re ofiered the places as “ substitutes.” This mat “ String ” contains forty of these “ Pearls.” 1tinued till late in the evening. Nothing had
been heard from there since.
stored—never. We cannot conquer ten mil ter may be conducted precisely as if the city's
Col. Sibley asks for a full regiment to be at
lions of people united in solid phalanx against
T
he Continental Monthly.—The Continen once sent up armed and equipped, and thinks
quota
were
to
be
raised
as
volunteers,
and
cit
ns, powerfully aided by Northern sympathizers
and European allies. We must have scouts, izens should push on the work and complete it tal for September is received, and is a number they and still more will be needed before the
spies, guides, cooks, teamsters, diggers and in the shortest possible time.
of much interest and ability. The followin'' is Indians are subdued. He thinks they have
4000 or 5000 warriors to meet sooner or later.
choppers from the blacks of the South, whether
The meeting a t which the bounty was voted the table of contents :
I,. A. Evans of St. Cloud writes to the Gov
we a llo w them to fight fur us or not, or we
Henry Thomas Buckle ; The Molly O’Molly ernor that a committee of reliable citizens, ap
was the largest that has been held for a similar
shall be bafiled and repelled.”
To this letter the President has written the purpose, and there was no mistaking its spirit. Papers ; Hopeful Tackett—His Mark ; John pointed to visit the scene of the recently report
The citizens of Rockland, who have already Bull to Jonathan ; Jonathan to John Bull ; ed murders, had just returned. They went as
following re p ly :—
far as Painesville and found some two hundred
done all that a strict apportionment would re American Student Life ; Ge in and Win ; John in the vicinity of that place murdered.
E xecutive Mansion,
)
quire, under the present call, will furnish the N eal; The Soldier and the Civilian; Author- The people of Painesville petition the Governor
Washington, Aug. 22. (
quota of men which may be assigned them, and Borrowing ; Intervention ; Maccaroni and Can to protect their lives and proper.y. In Stearns,
lion. Horace Greeley. Dear Sir : _
Meeker and Monongahela counties many per
I have just received yours of the 19th, ad are fully determined to bestow a suitable com- vass ; Anthony Trollope on America ; Up and sons have been driven from their homes, leav
dressed to myself through the New York Tri pensation upon those of their number who are Adt; Reminiscences of Andrew Jackson ; Shake- ing their crops but partially harvested.
bune. If there be in it any statements or as to answer this call. Let the City Council now spqar's Caricature of Richard III. The Negro
Arrivals at this city from New Ulm report
sumptions of facts which I may know to he er promptly reflect the emphatic voice of their infthe Revolution ; A Merchant’s Story ; Shoul tho usual horrible scenes too shocking to re
roneous, I do not now and here controvert them constituents, and our quota will be speedily der Straps ; The Children in the Wood ; Nation- count.
I f there he in it any inferences which I may be filled.
Chicago, Aug. 26. The St. Paul Press of the
U nity; Was lie Successful?
lieve to be falsely drawn, I do not now and here
24th says : “ A careful consideration of the
argue against them. If there be perceptible in
Sold nt the book stores.
Quotas and Deficiencies in K nox County.—
evidence accumulated so far forces the proof of
it impatient and dictatorial tones, I waive it in The following are the quotas of the several
us?" Arthur's Mayazine for August and Sep the influence of white men a t the bottom of the
deference to an old friend, whose heart I have
Indian massacres. For weeks past white men
towns in Knox County, under the call for 300,- tember has not been received. W ill the pub
always supposed to be right.
and Missourians have been among them.
As to the policy I seem to be pursuing—as 000 drafted men
lisher send it ?
The facts that remote tribes like the Yanktoyou say—I have not meant to leave any one in ' Appleton,
Annleton
nians and Cutheads are moving in concert with
26 South Thomaston, 35
doubt. 1 would save the Union and I would p„,„ri„n
65
Camden, ’
80 St. George,
The Paris, Ky. correspondent of the Cincin the Sioux, and that a large force attacked a
save it in the quickest way under the Constitu Cushing,
66 nati Gaxelte gives the following account of the fortified artillery post like Fort Ridgely, which
10 Thomaston,
tion. The sooner the national authority can be Friendship,
is an attack without precedent in Indian his
40 summary method pursued by Col. Metcnlfe :
14 Union,
restored, the nearer the Union will be to the Hope,
20 Yinalhaven,
35
I was present to-day when one of his custom tory, and that the Indians are butchering mis
Union as it was. If there be those who would N o r th H a v e n ,
20 Warren
62 ers was brought in and told that he was assess sionaries who have spent their lives among
not save the Union unless they could at the Rockland,
58 Washington,
12 ed a thousand dollars. “ W ell,” says the rich them, and who would in ordinary disturbances
same time save slavery, I do not agree with
Below we give the deficiencies which still ex Secesh, “ how long will you give me to raise possess great influence over them, forces us to
them. If there be those who would not save
it? ” “ Three years or during the war," answer the conclusion that this outbreak is a part of a
the Union unless they could a t the same time ist in the quotas of the county under the first
ed the ColoneU “ Oh, well, well,” says Secesh, deliberately concerted plan, its purpose being
destroy slavery, I would not agree with them. call for 300,000 men.
“
you are not so bard with us after all I will to distract and embarrass the General Govern
My paramount object in this struggle is to j ,,
,
5 St. George,
24 have it for you in tim e,” and started leisurely ment by alarming it for the safety of the fron
save the Union, and is not either to save or de- p lln! .c n ’
for
the door. “ B u t,” says the Colonel, “ you tier and requiring the detention here of a large
1 Thomaston,
17
stroy slavery. If I could save the Union with-1 p U.s "???’.
2 Union,
3 must accept our hospitality during that time at number of troops who might otherwise be dif
out treeing any slaves, I would do it ; and if I rlcnd6h|P,
1 Yinalhaven,
1 your own expense.” “ Guard” says the Colonel, ferently used.
could do it by
b y freeing some, and leaving others
f'p,’ IT
Haven
4 Warren,
K “ take M r.---------to that mansion that was
alone, I would do th a t ; and if I could do it bv : North
p
11i1’
F atal Accident at Bangor.—Varnutn Baker,
DO Washington,
2 made with hands down on the classic bluffs of
freeing all slaves, 1 would do that also. W h a t1i f , , m ?'
2 Stoner.” “ Stop, stop,” says Secesh, “ now I at th e alarm of fire Saturday night, was run
I do about slavery and the colored race, I do be- ^cuth * homaston, 9 Muscle Ridge P l.,
over
by Engine No. 3, and killed. Mr. Baker
think of it I have th at am ount in my pocket,
cause I believe it will help save the Union, and ■
--------------------------what 1 forbear I forbear because I do not believe | S f ™ho recent message of Jeff. Davis to the and have not the least objection to helping our attempted to run the engine down the hill alone,
and
was
found crushed by. the wheels. He lived
•
it would help save the Union.
j rebel Congress is pitched on the “ virtuous in- country in her hour of need.”
about five hours. Tho engine run down the
I shall do less whenever I shall liclieve what I dignation ” key, and the first half of the docuA New Battery.—The 108th New York regi hill and turned on to the wharf, where it
am doing hurts the cause, and I shall do more ment is evidently prepared for the foreign mar ment, which has left for Washington, is to be stopped. Mr. Baker probably stumbled, lost
whenever I shall believe doing more will help
ket, quite as much as for home reading. I t is supplied with a battery of ten guns, each of c mtrol of the machine, and it went over him.
the cause. I shall try to correct errors when
which will discharge two hundred bullets per- His age was about 55. He leaves a wife and
shown to be errors, and I shall adopt new views really terrible that “ two, a t least, of the gen niinutc. They are said to be effective at a range several children.
so fast as they shall appear to be true views.
erals ot the United States ” can be so rude as of a mile to a mile and a half. This new weap
I have here stated my purpose according to to arm slaves against the enemies of our coun on is called the “ BillinghurstandRequa ’ gun.
T he Battle at Cedar R un.—Stonewall Jackmy views of official duty, and I intend no modi
A wealthy and patriotic citizen of Rochester, son in an official despatch relative to his fight
fication of my often expressed personal wish try, considering the endearing relation which Mr. A. Champion, furnishes these guns, in with Gen. Banks, says he captured over 400
subsists between the slaves and those who buy,
that all men everywhere could be free.
cluding twenty horses, two for each gun, at prisoners and collected about J.500 sinnll arms
Yours,
A. LINCOLN.
sell, beat and oppress them.
his one individual expense.
and other ordnanco stores.

N ew York, Aug. 25.—The Rappahannock
correspondent of a Philadelphia paper says that
on the morning of the 21st, the rebels opened
a battery on our centre, and continued vigor
ously to throw shot and shell for several hours.
A little higher up it was discovered that the
enemy had during the night erected a bridge
over the river at this point. The most brilli
ant and successful all'air of the day is reported
to have occurred in the vicinity of this bridge.
The rebels opened a brisk fire on one of Gen.
Sigel’s batteries, which fo.- a time replied with
spirit. In a little while our fire slackened and
then ceased, the battery having been apparent
ly silenced or withdrawn. Three rebel regi
ments then rushed forward across the bridge,
and Gen. Sigel offered no opposition.
Everything seemed favorable to the rebels,
but alas, the scene soon changed. No sooner
had they crossed than Gen. Sigel opened his
battery on the bridge. The fourth shot com
pletely demolished it. At tho same time our
troops opened a deadly fire of musketry on the
rebels in front.
Their retreat being cut off and being assailed
by our artillery aud musketry they soon sur
rendered. Not a man escaped. Nearly 2000
are said to have been captured, and about 400
killed and wounded.
The enemy having failed in this, now hurled
forward their forces with impetuosity and strove
to outflank Gen. Sigel by crossing at French’s
ford, blit Gen. Pope ordered up Gens. Banks
and Reno to aid Gen Sigel, and the rebels were
again repulsed.
The rebels then moved higher up the river.—
How tho next attem pt of the enemy succeeded
I have not yet learned.

F r o m K e n tu c k y ,
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 27. The Journal
learns that 50 of Morgan’s men went to Scotts
ville on Monday ; that they made several a r 
rests and carried off a large quantity of goods
from several stores. They left in the afternoon,
promising to return that night with their wliolc
force.
There is great excitement at Glasgow.
Morgan is reported to be still at Hartsville
with 2000 men.

G ood N e w s fr o m th e W e st.
H elena, Ark., Aug. 24. )
via. Cairo, Ang. 26, 1862.
J
To Major General Halleck, Commander-inClucf, <Spc: Satisfactory news is received from the
navy and army expedition sent down the river
near Miliken's Bend, that the rebel transport
boat Fair Play, was captured with a large cargo
of arms nnd ammunition.
A rebel force was pursued by the troops to
Monroe, Louisiana, where there is a railroad
and telegraph. The depot was burned and tile
telegraph destroyed, cutting off the commu
nication connecting Yicksbuig with Little Rock,
and Providence, Louisiana, Thirty-five prison
ers wero taken and a large number of negroes
who were with the rebel forco brought away.—
Eleven hogsheads of sugar, three baggage
wagons and six trucks were destroyed, our
troops not having the means of transportation
to bring them to the river.
A portion of the force, with the rams, en
tered the Yazoo river, where a battery of fortytwo-pounders and two field-pieces were taken,
the enemy fleeing without firing a gun. The
heavy pieces were destroyed, and the field-pieces
brought away. The expedition ascended Yazoo
river above Sunflower, and then returned up

the Mississippi. The troops aro scouring the
shores and scattering guerrilla camps with
great success.
This is the substance of Col. Wood’s report.
Much credit is due to Acting Flag Officer
Phelps, who commanded the naval force—to
Col. Ellct, who commanded the ram fleet—and
to Col. R. Wood of tho 76th Ohio regiment,
who commanded a brigade of the 4th division
of this army.
Cairo, 111., Aug. 26—9.30 P. M.
To Hon. Gideon Welles, Secretary o f the Navy :
The combined naval and military expedition
planned between Gen. Curtis and myself before
leaving Helena has returned to the latter place,
having accomplished its work with great suc
cess. The rebel transport Fair Play has been
captured, containing 1200 now Enfield rifles,
4000 new muskets, with accoutrements com
plete, a large quantity of fixed ammunition,
four field guns (mounted howitzers) and some
small arms. Col. Ward landed, and captured
the encampment of the 31st Louisiana Regi
ment, with all their arms, the enemy flying
before him. He captured another camp with
tents, baggage nnd provisions’, burning the
depot and eight cars, and destroying the tele
graph.
The combined expedition proceeded up the
Yazoo river, where it captured a battery, con
sisting of a 64-pounder and a42-pounder gun,
and a 24-pounder and a 12-pounder field piece,’
with 7000 pounds of powder, and 1000 shot,
shell and grape.
Col. Woods dispersed the rebels in several
places. Will write to-morrow.
C. II. DAVIS, Commodore.
N ew York, August 27.
The Fredericksburg correspondent of the Tri
bune, dating Sunday, says musketry firing was
heard this morning.
A lieutenant of cavalry arrived last night,
and states that when Stonewall Jackson’s forces
reached the Rappahannock at Bennett’s Ford,
some eighteen or twenty miles from here, a part
of General McDowell’s forces were on the south
bank of the river. He says they secreted them
selves under the cover of tho woods, and that
Jackson’s forces passed them, and attempted to
ford the river. While in the attem pt, General
Pope’s troops opened a destructive tire on them,
and a t the same time McDowell’s troops threw
themselves on their rear, thus bringing them
between two tires. The officer says that this
portion of Jackson’s forces—he cannot say how
many—were utterly annihilated, and that the
river was red with rebel blood.

F o r t G o rg e s.
Work on this fort in Portland harbor is pro
gressing rapidly. There are now employed two
hundred and twenty-five men. This fort is en
tirely surrounded by water, and has six sides,
five of which are casemnted, the sixth, gorge
side, being intended for magazines and quar
ters. The grand entrance is to be on this side,
and the walls are to be pierced for musketry’
There are to be two tiers of casemates ou the
other five sides, besides one tier of guns in bar
bette. It is designed for sixty guns in each tier
of casemates, and from thirty to fifty in bar
bette. Of these casemates thirty are finished,
in fourteen of which, tho traverse irons are
down, ready for mounting the guns. Tho
casemates are not separate.—The wails of the
Fort are composed of solid granite, laid in ce
ment, eight lect thick, except in the throats of
the embrasures, where it is five feet. The
walls are additionally strengthened by piers
three feet thick, connected by arches with piers
nine feet in thickness at the rear of the case
mates. It is expected that 11-inch Dahlgren
guns will be mounted.
On the gorge side there will be four rooms
for quarters on each side of the entrance, on
the ground tie r ; and in the upper, or second
tier, there will be nine rooms.
The work is faithfully done under the super
intendence of our friend, lion. Leonard An
drews, who has, thus far, we believe, been the
engineer, as well as superintendent.
The inside of the fort presents a busy scene.
The huge blocks of granite are conveyed to all
parts of the work by a railway, and are lifted
into their places by huge derricks. Scores of
workmen were at work fitting these blocks, and
tho sharp click of their hammers drown all
other sounds, and the visitor is impressed with
the lact that “ all hands ” have to labor. We
shall visit the Fort again ere long, and will give
our readers Borne further account of it.—Port
land Press.

B elligerent R ights at Sea.—When the
Trent affair was agitating the public mind, it
was a general cause for wonder that England
should feel so intent in maintaining belligerent
rights a t sea. The telegraph has already ad
vised us that Lord Palmerston now thinks it
for the national interest to look after those
rights a little. We print below in full the re
marks which he made in the House of Commons
on the 7th inst.,as well as Mr. Fifzgerald’s
cool observations on the subject of trade with
S e iz u r e o l V csncIn 011 I lie M e x i c a n C o a s t by Nassau. It is to be hoped that if this matter
I lie F r e n c h *
is pressed, our own government will either in
N ew York, Aug. 27. Tho brig Bulear and sist upon having Nassau converted from a con
the schooner Torro Colorado, both from this
port for Tampico, were seized off the Mexican federate to a neutral port, or will interdict all
coast by a French blockadcr and taken to Vera communication with it :—
Cruz as prizes. They assumed Mexican colors
“ Mr. S. Fitzgerald wished to direct the a t
to avoid rebel pirates.
tention of the noble lord at the head of the gov
ernment to the proceedings of the United States
R elea sed M a in e O fficers.
cruisers in the immediate neighborhood ofNasA private letter from Lieut. George B. sau. On a former occasion it had been stated
Keniston of Boothbay, of the 5th Maine, dated in that House that the United States squaJrnn
Fortress Monroe, August 19th, informs us that were actively engaged in enforcing the block
he and 160 other Union officers who have been ade on the coast of the United States ; but, it
prisoners of war, the most of them for more appeared their cruisers had since been with
than a year, arrived from Salisbury, N. C., the drawn, and they were now employed in block
day before, having been exchanged. “ God be ading Britiish ports. There could be no doubt,
thanked,” he writes, “ 1 am at last breathing indeed, that the Uuitcd States authorities had
the free air under the stars and stripes.” The pressed, and were pressing to the utmost, with
out moderation or discretion, the rights whieli
following Maine officers are with him :
they might possess as belligerents, and he hoped
Lieut. John IL Skinner, J r ., 2d Maine.
the noble lord would give the House ail assur
Lieut. S. R. Kitteredge, 2d Maine.
ance that this matter would not escape thenoLieut. W II. Clark, 4th Maine.
ticc of the government; but that on tho con
Lieut. I . Swan, 7th Maine.
trary, the most vigorous and earnest remon
The party left Salisbury prison on tho 11th strances would be made to the United States
of August, filing out of the prison gate, and Government on the subject. He might also
marching to the depot. No wagons had been take that opportunity of re&rring to certain
provided to take the sick, so they were carried proceedings adopted by the United States au
by their comrades. On arriving a t the depot, thorities with respect to British goods at New
the cars were found to be unprepared, and a York. Hitherto it had been the practice to
delay in the hot sun was awful to the poor, send British goods to New York in steamers,
suffering, emaciated sick, and one of them and afterwards to forward them in American
fainted away several times. Dr. H all, surgeon bottoms to Nassau. I t now appeared that the
of the post, asked permission to take him into United States Government would not permit
the C. S. M. Hospital,” but was told by Major these goods to be exported from New York un
Smith, C. S. A., “ No d —d Yankee should less the owners entered into a bond that the
pollute that hallowed spot,” The lady ' in future owners of the goods at Nassau should
charge ot the prison remarked also—“ I'll not ship them either to the Confederates or to
never permit a Yankee to come here.” Glori any port in communication with them. He
ous chivalry ! Generous, warm-hearted South hoped the noble lord would also give the House
ern lady .' Alas ! alas .' what will the world an assurance that this matter would be made
do for examples of true charity and hospitality, the subject of a vigorous remonstrance to the
when all the Southerners shall die on their United States Government. (Hear, hear.)
“ sacred soil.” But let us not condemn them
“ Viscount Palmerston.—The House must be
all, (or even here a noble woman was found.— aware that there is no nation more interested
One came forward and had the young man taken than the British nation in maintaining to the
to her house, where she treated him with all utmost extent belligerent rights at sea. It is
the kindness of a mother, tor forty eight hours, an undoubted right of a belligerent to search
when he died, and she had him buried in her vessels met with at sea, and if there is a reason
own garden. This is not the only generous act able ground to suppose that they are carrying
she has done. Often the sick and dying pris contraband of war to take them into court for
oner has blessed her for her motherly kindness, adjudication. When a ship is so brought for
and many is the little delicacy sent by her adjudication before a competent tribunal it is
which found its way to tho siek in the hospital the right of tho owners to urge in defence such
Sue is not rich, save in the pure, generous im circumstances as may show that the capture
pulses of a noble heart, and wherever a Salis was illegal. Her Majesty's Government are, of
bury prisoner is found, there will go up to course, not disposed to interfere with the proper
Heaven a prayer for her and her noble children exercise of their belligerent rights on the part
A true Southern woman by heart, yet having of the United States. The remedy in the first
what a few of them have, a heart large enough instance is to be sought in the Court of Admi
to take in all the poor and needy of the whole ralty ; but at the same time ifany abusive exer
world. Every real gentleman and lady of cise of those rights can be shown to have taken
North Carolina ought to be proud of one who place, her Majesty's Government will take steps
dares to do right, in spite of the mean, coward to make a proper representation on the subject.
ly clamor of those who cannot rise above the (Hear, hear.) As to the second question it is
predjudices of their section. One hundred and quite true that bonds have been required from
sixty officers and one hundred and forty privates the owners of British property at New York ;
were placed, or rather crammed, into cattle but wc are advised that the United States’
ears—two of them box cars, the rest open.— Government have no right to exact them. It
We were in charge of Lieut. Col. Jones, a fine is an abusive power, and her Majesty's Govern
soldier and gentleman. Away we started for ment have already made representations to the
Richmond. Smash we went into a hand-car, Government of the United States on the sub
spilt niggers, and lost our “ right way ;” laid ject. (Hear, hear.)”
up for six hours, started again, broke down the
Soldiers Cared For.—Out of one thousand
tender, spent four hours more; got hungry
enough to be glad to get some bad bacon anil soldiers, one hundred and four are sick ; this
worse bread ; rode on again, and spent the re is the constant proportion, as reported by the
mainder of the night at Raleigh. No crowds Sanitary Commission. The autumn always in
assembled as we passed along. Old men and creases the number, by reason of the hot days
cripples, or soldiers, were all that could be and cool night, causing diarfhteis and dysen
seen After much shaking, little sleep, great teries, of every shade and degree. One yard
hunger and a small amount of food, good ap aud a-lialf of stout woolen flannel, fourteen
petite and bad bacon, we reached Petersburg, inches broad, worn, from August to November,
Ya., a t 11 o’clock P. M., Tuesday. Staid in tightly and constantly around the abdomen, in
the ears all night, got breakfast at a hotel in such a way that it will be double in front, with
the morning by permission of Col. Jones, for bits of tape strongly sewed on one end, and
which act of humanity he was arrested. We about one yard from the other, according to the
were placed in the depot, and guarded all day size of the person, for the convenience of tyin<',
until 4 o'clock P. M., Wednesday, when we would do more toward preventing bowel-com
started again for Richmond. U11 our arrival plaints among our brave self-denying soldiers,
there we were marched to Bell Island, where than all known human means besides. This
we were kindly permitted to sleep supperless simple device arrested the onset of cholera, in
on the bare ground and be inarched to Libby three days, in one of the largest divisions of
prison on Thursday morning. The condition the Prussian army, when the terrible scourge
of our men on Bell Island is deplorable.— last visited Europe. Let every family who has
Hundreds are sick, all are destitute and poor a member in the army, forward such an article
ly fed. Ou arriving a t the Libby prison we on the instant of reading th is ; if you can do
were provided with plenty of good beef nnd no better, send an old worn petticoat, for, by
bread, and cots to sleep on, by the Quarter reason of its softness and pliability, it is better
master of the post, Colonel Warner. Sunday than anything else. Let every mother who
morning the carriages which we had hired to reads this, who may have no son or other rela
take us to the place for exchange, came up, tive bravely battling for the perpetuity of our
and at 9 o'clock A. M., all the officers left the glorious Union, send one abdominal bandage
“ Biclimon prison ” for home. We took noth to be given to some worthy soldier who has°no
ing with us, as the destitute condition of our mother, no sister, no wife, to exercise these
men in tho hospitals caused us to leave all of kindly cares for him. And let the generous
our clothing aud money for the sick. The rich, of whom there are so many amon” us, be
dust on the road was awful, yet, on our way assured that it is impossible to spend an equal
home, what did we care for comfort ? When amount of money as efficiently in any other
tho flag of truce boat Star came up, aud we way, One man who has been in the armv
could see the “ good old flag we love,” the en twelve months is worth now two raw recruits";
thusiasm was great. It would have done you hence one dollar’s worth of good woolen flannel
good to have seen the old Manassas prisoners, for one of them, or even an old petticoat, by
as thoy looked on that old flag. Long, weary keeping such soldier healthy in the field, will
months in Southern prisons, insults and hard be worth more than fifty dollars bounty paid
ships, and “ hope long deferred,” had made for the two recruits, under the present exigen
*
them remember Liberty and its starry flag as cies of the case.
Winter is coming , let tho sisters and moth
sacred things. Left almost to the last in the
ers
of
the
soldiers
begin
to knit two or three
vile prisons of the South, it may be torgotton
by their Government, yet they have hearts filled pairs of thick woolen socks, to be forwarded to
with the fire of patriotism and love of home.— each son and brother by the first of October ;
They are generally, from long confinement, in let the toes and heels be double knitted, or
poor health, but a short time will find them sheathed with the blue cloth of some wornout coat or pantaloons, cautioning the soldier
ready for the field.
to keep the toe-nails closely trimmed, so as to
I mportant Order.—General Buell forbids prevent the cutting of the socks.
Begin at once, and put up in quart tin cans,
any officer or soldier in his department from
giving his parole to the enemy, when captured, to be forwarded at intervals, (for if sent in
not to serve till exchanged, unless the person large quantities at a time, they will be wasted
thus promising has the express written author or too lavishly used,) pickled cucumbers nnd
ity of the general in command for entering into cabbage. Onions are represented bv physiolisuch engagement. We trust that General Hal gists to be among the most wholesome and nu
leck will make a rule on the supject which will tritious of all the vegetable products, besides
apply to all our armies. The greatest absurdi their immediately invigorating and enlivening
ties have been practiced and tolerated for some effects. I f a gallon of onions could be sent to
time in the west in this matter of paroling each soldier, once a month, in addition to a
prisoners of war.
quart of pickled cucumbers or cabbage, scurvy,
Morgan has paroled, as fast as he caught already beginning to manilcst itself, would be
them, all the small sqads of soldiers be could unknown. And if it could be felt how*gratcsurprise. In aggregate, the men thus sworn to ful a quai t tin can of preserved berries, toma
remain inoffensive spectators till duly exchanged toes or fruit, would be to a soldier who does
amounted probably to a much larger force than not see such things, preserved or fresh, some
his. He had no provision to feed them, nnd no times for months together, tiieir sisters, and
men to spare to guard them. If they had re mothers, cousins, and wives would spare no
fused to give their parole they would have little pains to prepare a good supply for months
brought him4up at a very early stave— New to come, and would begin to send them on the
York Post.
instant.—Hall's Journal of Health,

E m CTTIOS OF 4 (iCEKRILLi CHIEF.— The Pal
mvra (Mo.) Courier gives an account of the
shooting of Colonel Frisbie H. McCullough,
a famous guerrilla leader, who was caught
while returning from Porter's guerrilla band,
defeated and broken up in the battle a t Kirks
ville. His capture excited great enthusiasm
among the troops, and a drum-head court mar
tial sentenced him to be shot the next day.—
The scene is thus described :
“ He received the information of his fate
with considerable composure, but protested
against it. Leaning against the fence he wrote
a lew lines to his wife. These w ith his watch,
he delivered to the officer, to be given to her.
Upon the way to his execution, ho requested
the privilege to give the command to fiije, which
was granted. All being ready, he said : ‘ what
I have done I have done as a principle of right.
Aim a t the heart. F ire!’
The command taking the soldiers by surprise,
one fired sooner than the rest. The ball enter
ing his breast, he fell while the other shots
passed over him. Falling with one leg doubled
under the body, be requested to have it straight
ened out. While this was being done, he said:
‘ I forgive you for this barbarous act.’ The
squad having reloaded their pieces, another
volley was tired—this time into his body, and
he died. His remains were committed to friends
in the place.”

General P illow' s Slaves.—The correspon
dent of the Cincinnati Gazette from Helena,
A rk., gives information about negroes, and
particularly about those of General Pillow,
concerning whose future that gentleman was
so severely exercised live weeks ago.
‘ The sooty black man i6 continually escap
ing from his master in Mississippi and making
his appearance within our lines. They have no
idea of remaining longer with their rebel mas
ters, but seek the lines of our army where
they can find work in relieving the soldier's
hard labor.
And as I see that Gen Pillow is much exer
cised in mind about his negroes, I will give him
all the information I can on that point ; and
may they be words of comfort to his troubled
soul. Prompted by curiosity, I visited his
plantations the other day, and found occupants
plenty, and his abundant crops of corn were
serving a noble purpose, for they were taken
as feed for the federal cavalry horscB, and one
or two fields of hundreds of acres began to look
a little barren and deserted. And then it will
be a still greater consolation to him to learn
that his negroes arc doing a blessed work, for
they arc daily marched in squads to the land
ing and there are cheerfully permitted to releive the Yankees by unloading boats of com
missary-stores, and many of them pride them
selves by whirling a whip over a six-mule team;
and, so far as outward appearances indicate,
they are all cheerful and happy with their lo t.”

The F irst T erm, lor civil business, of the new
Polico Court, for the City of Rockland, will be
holden on the first T uesday of May, 1861, and
hereafter, on tha first Tuosday of each month,
a t nine of the clock in the forenoon.
No action will bo entered till the w rit is
placed on file, which must be done during the
first hour of the Court, on the returned days.
No second continuance will be granted, ex
cept by agreement of parties, or for cause
shown.
No credit will be given for fees of this Court.
M. \V. FARWELL, Judge.
Roekland, April 2 4 ,18G1.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
P R O P . A.

WITH

NO. 5 CU STOM H O U SE BLO CK ,
Uss just returned from Bo.ton with a
S e t

o f

PORT OF ROCKLAND

C U R L I N G AN1> F R I Z Z L I N G ,

L ou r C u r ia . G r e c ia n C u r ia , P e r f u m e r y , A c .,
lor Ladies. Also, all kinds of

W ORK

for Ladies and Gentlemen.
THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE paid Cor Lose Hxin.
Rockland, J uue 24, 1662.
3in27

F.

G. C O O K ,

h r

s m

s ,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
D R U G S. M E D IC IN E S , P A T E N T M E D I
CINES of every approved kind, Chemicals, Sponge, Truss
es, Supporters, Shoulder Braces, Perfumery, Hair Oils,
Hair Restoratives, Hair and Teeth Brushes Syringes ol all
6orts, Bird Seed, Cooking Extracts, Spices, Citron, Cur
rants, Jellies, Figs, Tamarinds, Pure Cream Tartar, Loz
enges, Lard and Neats Foot Oil, Burning Fluid, Dye Stuffs
&c., Ac.
S ig n o f th e B lu e M o r t a r , P i l ls b u r y B lo c h ,

ROCKLAND, ME.
October 25, 1860.

44tf

N o . 3 , S p e a r B lo c k . R o c k la n d ,
D ealers

in

Drugs and Medicines, Chemicals,
FANCY TOILET SOAPS, HAIR & TOOTH BRUSHES,
PERFUMERY, OILS nnd DYE STUFFS,
BURNING FLUID, Ac. Ac.
O ’ Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully compounded.
Rockland, Feb. 7, 1660.
7lf

From the Springfield Republican.

; K iss M e M o th e r and. L e t M e G o.”

D ruggist a n d A pothecary.
NO. 5 K IM B A L L J?LOCK.

Have you heard the news that I heard to-day?
The news that trembles on every lip ?
The akv is darker again, they say.
And breakers threaten the good old ship,
Our country calls on her sons again,
To strike, in her name, at a dastard foe ;
She asks for six hundred thousand men.
And I would be one, mother. Let mego.
The love of country was born with me ;
I remember how my young heart would thrill
When I used to sit on my grandatne’s knee
And list to the story of Bunker Hill.
Life gushed out there in a rich red Hood ;
My grandsire fell in that fight you know —
Would you have me shame the brave old blood ?
Nay, kiss me, mother, and let me go.

RO CK LA N D , M E.
O t i c t o H c r x ’i c l c ,
PILLS !

PILLS ’

PILLS !

Hark to that shout, ns it swells on the gale.
Like the cataracts roar, or the wild tempests wall ;
Herrick’s is the pills to banish all ills,
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
PIL

PILLS

PIL

• In years far ahead, when earth gray with age,
J Some rhymster will place, on his poetic page, these
i
verses triumphant—
, Herrick’s is the pills, to banish all ills,
. And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
These remarkable pills continue to achieve unparulelled
. triumphs over disease. In fact they are considered the
j alpha and omega, in medicine ; compounded exclsively
1 of vegetable extracts, their use is safe, their effects lasting,
' and their cures wonderful *, sustained by their merits for
! twenty-two years theirsale is uitapproached by all others
oonibined ; elegantly coated with sugar, and sold in family
boxes for 25 cents. See advertisement on 3d page.

Arrived.
FRIDAY, Aug. 22.
Sell
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

James R, Andrews, Gardiner.
Minnehaha, Thomas, New York.
B Franklin,------- , New York.
Ocean Star. Ham. New York.
Susan R oss,------- , Bangor.
Elizabeth,------- , Bangor.
Francis, Dobbin, Jonesport.
Clement, ------- , Jonesport.
Leo, Coombs, Boston.
Cancordia, Miller, Boston.
D II Baldwin, Knowlton, Salem.
SATURDAY, Aug. 23.
Brig II Leads, Smith. Hewett’s Isle for New York.
Sch Delaware, Richardson, *-------“ Fume, Cousins, Surry.
Java, Wilson, Cutler.
SUNDAY, Aug. 24.
Sch J M L ane,------- , Gloucester,
MONDAY, Aug. 25.
Sch Sisters, Brown, Boston.
“ Queen of the West, Conqry, Fishing.
TUESDAY, Aug 26.
Sch Shenandoah, Nash, Spruce Head for New York.
“ St Lucar, Barns, Portland.
“ J Pierce, Wnrdwell, Bangor.
“ E Furbish, Kendall, Pictou, N 3.
WEDNESDAY. Aug. 27.
Sch Glide, Hnskell, Boston.
Silas Wright, Adams, Boston.
“ Minnehaha, Thomas, Bangor.
“ Sarah, Holden, Portland.
THURSDAY, Aug. 28.
Sch Sea Serpent, Arey, Boston.
“ Win Tell,--------, Dover, N. II.
fr
-------

Sailed.
FRIDAY, Aug. 22.
Sch Mincliaha, Thomas, East.
SATURDAY, Aug 23.
Sch B Franklin,------- , Vinalhaven.
SUNDAY, Aug. 21.
Sch Forest, Wilson, Market.
“ Thomas Hix, Hall, Philadelphia.
“ Mt Hope, Kennistou. New York.
“ Fame, ( ounitw, Surry.
“ Janies It, Andrews, Gardiner.
“ Shenandoah, Nash, Spruce Head to load for N Y.
“ Harriet. Glover, Boston.
r Packet, Wooster, Boston.
, Bo
SU si I Ito
“ Elizabeth,------- , West.
TUESDAY, Aug. 26.
Sell Neponset, Ingraham, Salem.
“ M Langdon. Pinkham, Spruce Head to load for N Y.
“ Quail, Brewster, Vinalhaven to load for N Y.
Bark Persia, Jones, New Orleans.
WEDNESDAY, Aug, 27.
Sell Shenandoah, Nash, New York.
“ Leo. Coombs, Boston.
“ Leo, Mills, Market.
z‘ II K Dun ton, Sherm an,------- .
FRIDAY, Aug. 29,

DOMESTIC PORTS.

KNOX, SS.—At a Court of Probate held nt Rockland,
within and for-the, County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of January A. D. 1861:
\RDERED, that from and after the day aforesaid the
J Courts of Probate within and for the County of Knox,
he held at Rockland on the second Tuesday of every
month. And whenever this arrangement shall conflict
with any of the provisions oithe Revised Statutes rela
tive to holding said Court, it will.be holden on the follow
ing day.
HORATIO ALDEN, Judge.
Attest—A. S. R ice , Register.
3tf

.VJ3IP B JU U L t

STOttli,

R ockport H igh School.

H

P IA X O -F O R T E ,

desirable mechanical arrangement
ha
mpHuIS
.________
_ _________
r been in

1. Use a sufficient length of time to show that it g iv e s _

tire satisfaction, nnd actually is the more valued the more
it is tried - Thia invention is a step in advance of all others
In this department, embracing all and a little more of their
excellencies, and yet happily overcoming all their defects.
By means ofit a Bed Bottom is obtained which is as flex
L a-V o n e s D ia g ra m s ,
ible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into
its place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, JpOR Cutting Ladies Dresses. Fojr sale at
the aged, and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
MISS F. J. KIRKPATRICKS, Bonnet R ooms.
They are made of good materials, warranted strong and
Rockland, August 21, 1862.
*
35tf
durable, and not liable to get out of order.

T e s tite a o n i a ls .

School.

To the Judge of Probate within and for the
g V E R Y VARIETY OF
County o f Knox.
IE Petition of AN
HANNAH E. JARVIS, and JOSEPH R JARVIS, of
L a d ie s’ M isse s’ a n d C h ild ren ’s
Warren, in the County of Knox, minor heirs represents,
that the said wards are seized and possessed of certain
real estate, situate in said Warren, and described as fol
lows
in n deed from Edwin Smith to Robert Jarvis,
dated July 1845, and recorded in Vol. 9 Page 388, Eastern
District of Lincoln County :—Begining at the western line
of land now or formerly of James Andrews, nnd at the
Eastern bunk of St. Georges river; thence North Easterly
on said Andrews line, as it runs, until it comes to a brook
No. a Spofford B lo c k .
leading to the old potash; thence down the south side
Rockland, July 29, 1862.
32tf
thereof lo a stake and stones near the old potash; thence
south twenty degrees west two rods to stake and stones;
thetjee north eighty degrees west six rods to the river;
thence down said river to the first mentioned bounds. That
E X P R E S S N O T IC E .
it would be for the benefit of said wards that said estate
should be sold, and the proceeds placed at interest. Said
Guardian therefore prays that he may be empowered,
M O W EK & CO.’S
«
agreeably to law; to sell the same ut public auction or pri
vate sale or such part thereof as the Court may deem c:
B an g o r, R o c k la n d & B oston E x p re s s ,
pedient.
Itc.pecirully solicits it share of the Express business from
ANN M. JARVIS.
this city ami vicinity, o u r Agent here,

A N ew Bed . Anders^®Spring Bed Bottom is one of
the comforts of the tige, n»we know from experience. The
TYLER will commence his school at
first morning after we used it we got up easier and retired
at night with a higher appreciation ol a comfortable bVd
P I N K
than ever before. It is an economical feature in a family
—a substitute for feathers—and its elastic properties are
very great.—Kennebec Courier.
Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my bouse
with the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,and I take pleasure
in recommending this article as the most convenient,
economical and comfortable thing of the kind with which
I Hin acquainted. •
a . II. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School at Little Blue, Farmington, Me.
We, the undersigned, having used the Anderson Spring
Bed Bottom, E. Hennessey’s Patent, find it to be all that
it is recommended. We very cheerfully advise all who
have any dosire for ease and couiiort, to fill up their beds
with these fepring Bottoms. We unhesitatingly say, that
we would not dispose of ours for ten times the cost, to be
without them in our families.
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
J. B. SHAW.
Mr. G E O R G E W . TOLMAN,
land, on the second Tuesday of August 1862.
A. M.BRADLEY, Prop. Revere House, E. Vassalboro’.
will most promptly and faithfully attend to all business,
.1. If. BAH ROWS, M. D.
On the petition aforesaid, O rdered , That notice be at this Agency.
JOHN HUSSEY, China House.
given by publishing a copy of said petition, with this order
O ffice at W. E. TOLMAN 4c SONS’ Store, Snow’s
A. G. LONGFELLOW, Franklin House, Augusta.
thereon, three weeks successively prior to the second Tues Brick Building, corner Main and Spring Streets.
DENNIS MOORE, Anson.
day of September next, in the Rockland Gazette, a news
MOWER & CO.
Mas. ABIGAIL M. TR a SK, Vassalboro’.
paper printed in Rockland, that all persons interested muy
Rockland, July 15,1862.
6w30
C- II. BRETT.
attend at u Court of Psnbate then to be holden in Rockland,
FOR
BENJ. F. HOMAN’S.
and show cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
EPH. BALLARD, Cushnoc House, Augusta.
should iiotbegranted.
D
y
e
in
g
S
il
k
,
W
o
o
l
e
n
n
n
d
C
o
tto
n
G
oods,
J. SHAW, China.
II. ALDEN, Judge.
MRS. M. WEEKS, Vassalboro’.
S h a w ls , ScnrfM, D r e s s e s , R ib b o n s ,
A true copy of the petition nnd order thereon.
A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
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G lo v e s , B o n n e t s , H a ts , F e a t h 
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping in one cf
tlte Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms for the last three weeks,
e r s , K id G lo v e s ,
and I must say it fur surpasses anything I had anticipated.
To the Judge o f Probate within and for the
C
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My wife, who is feeble, has had no good rest forsix months
County o f Knox,
till occupying one of these beds. She would not part with
i n g A p p a r e l,
it on atty account.
JOHN ALLEN.
OEND IN YOUR CLAIMS for PENSIONS,
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.
WITH PERFECT FAST COLORS.
MANSFIELD, minor heirs of D. H. MANSFIELD,
BOUNTIES and arrears of Pay.
late of Warren, in said County, deceased, represents that
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated
“ Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” to our sleeping apart L I S T O F C O L O R S .— Black, Dark Brown, Snuff said minors are seized and possessed of certain real estate,
No c h a r g e u n le s s S u c c e ss fu l.
ments. We give this Spring Bed Bottom a decided prefer Brown, Light Brown, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Dark Green, described as follows— All the interest of suid wards in a
lot of laud situated in Bucksport, bounded as follows, to
ence over any fold all others we have ever used. Our
Pensions and Arrear of Pay lo Soldiers dis
guests speak of them in the highest terms. We recom Light Green, Pink, Purple, Slate, Cr imson, Salmon, Scar w it: beginning at the Southeast corner of a lot of land
mend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort let. Dark Drab, Light Diab, Yellow, Light Yellow, Orange conveyed by Folsom «fc Spofford to Nathaniel Chase, (for abled in the present War.
ol their guests.
merly occupied by Waller Clary,) above Smelt Brook, so
Magenta, Solferino, French Blue, Royal Purple, Violet.
Pmsions paid from dale o f approval o f Claim.
called, on the North Easterly side of the County road;
w. d . McLaughlin a son .
running back on the line of Chase lot seven rods
May 12, 1862.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
S.cured at the earliest possible moment, on ap
These Dye Colors are expressly for family use. having thence
1 have used the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom for some been
-----________
perfected...at great
- expense, after many years ol study to a stake and stones; thence Southeasterly on a line plication in person or by letter to
xvTnV
* in af/nm parallelnr..
with ...the
County
load five
rods to 4...
stake andston
ready
time past, and pronounce it superior to anything I have | and experiment. 'fit
w ea r III I1UIJ1
I,.
II..11 with .the
I....... SI
ly ...
to a.. line parallell
first .described
simple, and any ' Jht,°ce W
O . G . E C V L Iu ,
to three hours’ lime. The process
idaptation to the form and health. 1
i io the County road aforesaid, and thence
can use the dyes with perfect succi
think it preferable 10 the Spiral Spring bed which I have
i f t r r y ’u B lo c k , A la in S tr e e t,
{ Northerly by said County road to first bounds ; containing
just laid aside lor this. 1 can with confidence recoin mend
R ockland, Me .
|
thirty-five
rods,
nnd
being
the
saute
premises
conveyed
to
G
R
E
A
T
E
C
O
N
O
M
Y
!
it to general use.
E. C. BRETT.
To insure promptness and success, I have an agent in
i Clark Cottle by Folsom & Spofford, by deed recorded in
Oldtown, May 20, 1862.
Tj - a S A V IN G O F SO P E R C ENT.-CD
! Hancock Records Book 93, page 19H. That an advantage- Washington who attends personally to the prosecution of
T he Anderson S pr i .no Bed Bottom.—This is an im
Pension Claims.
i every family there will be found more or less of
offer
of
six
hundred
dollars
has
been
mnde
for
th
provement upon anything of the kind heretofore invented.
March 26, 1862.
6m 14
apparel which could be dyed, and made to look as well same by Chesley Perkins, of Bucksport, in said County,
Having personally tested its excellence, we feel justified in
tides that become a little worn, soiled, which ofi>r it is for the interest of all concerned itnmedirecommending it to the public as an easy spring bed, not 1
fstyle, are thrown aside. By using these Dyes, ! utely to accept, the proceeds of sale to be plased at interliable to get out of order, lurnisliiiig 110 possible reluge for tjlev Can |,e t |l; ed to any cclor or shade in a very short eat for the benefits of aaid wards. Said Guardian tberevermin, nnd presenting no objections that we can conceive '
'
xpeuse- You can have a number of! fore prays for license to sell ami convey the above desof m Us uaiveraal ad .......... We wish everybody would ahndra from the name dye, from the ligh to criiiefi real estate to the person making said offer.
enjoy (lie luxury of ns use, and sUtel> there are very few
tlle fu||
C((]orj uy *M
following
oil.. 4..O 4440.UO Of
. IUO.
U..VU.V.,U,
„UW.US the directions W
JOSEPH FOGG,
i unable to do so, as it uis afforded nt
at a .urpriningly
surprisingly package^*''*’
“3
w“ w “•—***- « j April 12, 1862.
|iacU„ge.
r rule*
At every store where these Dyes are sold, can be seen |
Testimonials similar to the above have been received samples of each color, on Silk and Wool,
........ho have UKd lhe.,e Family Dye Colon, pronounce I KNOXh C O IIN T Y .-In Courl of Probate held ut Rockland,
from the proprietors of the following public housi
them to he a mom useful, economical and perfei-l article.
011 llle s“ oni1 1 ue8<1'‘»' “f Au'-ust’ *862’
j Penobcnoi Exchange, Bangor.
E D W A R D H A R R IS
Numerous testimonials could be given from ladies who
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, that notice be gn
have used these Dyes; but in this case It is not required , i en by publishing a copy of said Petition with this Order l v/1kS>rnir
mat
n m /irr
;
as its reul value and usefulness are found upon one trial. ! thereon, three weeks successively, ptiorto thesecottd Tues-1 AO elI i I b iO liL 1A \V ALh.tR, BLOCK.
Manufactured by H O W E Jc S T E V E N S , Practical . day of September next, in the Rockland Gazette, a news- !
Chemist, 258 Broadway, Boston.
' paper printed in Rocklund,ihat all persons interested may
{Head o f Park Street and Spear Block.)
For sale by Druggists and Dealers in every City and attend at a Court of Probate, then to beheld at Rockland,
'
Town.
'
and show cause, if atty, why tlte prayer of said petition
August 23, 1862.
35Iy
should not be granted.
R O CTK JL.A JV I>, M e .
________________________________________________ |
If. a LDEN. Judge.
true copy of the petition and order thereon.
[Copyright secured.]
T) ESPECTFL’LLY informs his many customA ttest:—A. S. R ic e , Register.
3w*34
-Lv ,.ra n,,d t|ie public in general,. , that
since the
Hit burning
________
of the store lately occupied by him in Palmer Block, ho
t School, Kent’s Hill.
has temporarily established himself at the above place,
whete he is just opening an extensive assortment of care
fully selected and very desirable goods, such as :
I)R. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

A.

orove,

FAM ILY

BOOTS & SH O ES,

DYE COLORS,

W idows an d other H eirs
D E C li.lS E B

S O L D IE R S .

R E -O P E N I N G
A fte r tlio F ir e

NEW

ST O C K .

BOOTS A N D SH O ES,

D R Y GOODS.

Flour! Flour!!

Howes’ Cough P ills

A. K. SPEAR.

For Sale.

The G reat In d ia n Rem edy
FOR. FEMALES.

C O U R A G E IN V A L ID S !

C a sh o n
Rockland, August 14, 1862.

the County of Knox, deceased, on the twelfth day of
November, A. D. 1859, by his mortgage Deed of that date,
T h e
conveyed to me, the subscriber, certain real estate, situate
in said Camden, fully described in said deed which is re
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 102, Page 350, to
which said deed or record reference is made for descrip KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
tion of premises. And whereas the condition in said mort
land, on the second Tuesday of August, 1862.
gage Deed has been broken, 1 claim to foreclose the same
F O R BOYS.
ARY A. GRAY, Administratrix on the estate of
agreeably to the statute in such cases made and provided,
WILLIAM GRAY, late of South Thomaston in said
and give this notice'for that purpose
County, deceased, having presented her account of admin^JIIIE 2nd year of this School will commence on
IGNATIUS SHERMAN,
istration of said estate for allowance :
By T. R. SIMONTON, his Attorney.
TU ESD A Y , SE P T E M B E R 2 , 1 8 6 2 .
Ordered , that notice thereof be given, three weeks suc
Camden, August 25, 1862.
3w36
cessively, in tlte Rockland, Gazette printed in Rockland, in
The advantages for instruction in this school are excel
said County, that all persons interested may attend at a lent. The number of Boys will be limited, and every pos
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the second Tues sible attention be given for their improvement. For ref
day of September next, and show cause, if any they have, erences and further information, send for a circular to
why the said account should not be allowed.
H. ALDEN, Judge.
well, Esq. Apply t
Bethel, Me.. July
A true copy,—A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w-34
II. M. V. CHAPMAN,
South Montville.
5w36
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock,
land, on the second Tuesday of August 1852.
U CLEAVELAND, Administrator on the estate of T H E FALL TERM of said School will commence, AuM R . L. B. W E T H E R B E E ,
• NICHOLAS BERRY, lute of Camden in said Coun L gust 18th, and continue eleven weeks under the charge
ty, deceased, having presented his first account of adminis
Will give instruction on the
tration of said estate for allowance:
N IR . H E N R Y C . R O B I N S O N , A . B .,
O rdered, That notice thereof be given, three weeks
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock an experienced and successful teacher. The school is ex
After PEPTExVBER, 7. Address at O. S. ANDREWS’ land, in said County, that all persons interested may at pected to sustain its former high reputation for strict dis
tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the cipline and thorough instruction. A good opportunity is
Bookstore.
second Tuesday of September next, and show cause, if any afforded for those fitting for college and designing to leach.
Reference given if required,
Board and tuition low.
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
Rockland, August 28, 1862.
36tf
If. ALDEN, Judge.
Rockport, August 1, 1862.
A true Copy -A ttest -.—A. S. R ic e , Register.
3w34

BOSTON—Ar 19ih, brig R S Hassell (of Belfast), Cun|ningbuin, Cieufugos July 26; sch Glide, Haskell, Rock; land.
L E V I M. K O B B IN S,
Chi 19th. schs Harriet, Carter, Calais; Wm II Milchell
I Sprague, Machi-is.
PROPRIETOR OF TI1E
Ar 22d, sch Pilot Thompson, Rockland; Onward, Blatcliford, Hockport.
Ar 23d sett* Amanda Powers, Robinson, Iloundout; Excel. Ingraham. Rockland.
Cld schs Cameo, Ilyatt, Belfast; Myers, Rhodes, Wash
ington DC.
W I L S O N <fc W H I T E ’S B L O C K .
Ar 24tlt, srlts Mariel, Kuler, Waldoboro; Granville,
Morton, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Scb James R, Andrews, Rockland
(Siyn o f the Golden .Eagle,)
Under the burning southern skies.
PORTSMOUTH GROVE, III—In port 18th, ach Flor
Our brothers languish in heartsick pain,
Canduge, from Rockland,ding.
• Takes this method of informing the people of this place ence,
They turn to us with their pleading eyes ;
NEW YORK—Cld I8lh, sch Ocean Star, Hand, Rock
and vicinity, that he has a very large, well selected nud land
Oh, mother, say, shall they turn in vain i
! N ew Stock of
Ar 19th, Atuanda Powers, Robinson, Boston.
Their ranks are thinning from sun to sun,
Cld i 1st web Bay State, Verrill, Portsmouth.
torndike Hotel, Rockland
This celebrated Female Medicine, pos
Ar22d. ship Charles A Farwell, Amesbury, New Or
Yet bravely they hold at bay the foe ;
D ru g s , M ed ic in e s, C h em ica l’s,
sessing virtues unknown of anything else
L A D IE S A N D M IS SE S
nials from the press, and also from
leans 26 days; sch Corinthian, Small, Rockland, for Sandy Shall we let them die there, one by one ?
of the kind, and proving efiectual after all
highest respectability, have been re• Hook.
others
have failed, Is designed for both
t
and
other
articles
usually
kept
by
DRUGGISTS.
Aud
of
the comfort and utility of the AnderNay, ki.s me, mother, and let me go.
1 Ar 23d, sells S R Jameson, Washington, DC; Warrior,
married
and
single
ladies,
and
is
the
very
; bed Bott otn in the highest terms.
• Crockett, Rockland; Superior, Robinson, nud Angeliue,
best thing known for the purpoi
1? a 1 e i i U
c d i c i n c s ,
, Hix, Rouudout f<>r Boston.
AGENTS—James L. Moody. Appleton.
Can you selfishly cling to ycur household joys,
will bring on the monthly sick
E. M. Carlton,Hope and Camden.
• he has every kind in the market, which he offers at Whole I BALTIMORE—Ar 2lbt, schs E Arcularius, Huskell, !
cases of obstruction,after all other reme
Refusing this smallest tithe to yield.
'Vinalhaven;
Empress,
Torry,
ut»d
Charlie
&
Willie,
Eui.Moses Young, Lincolnville.
sale and Retail
dies of the kind have been tried in vain. !
While thousands of mothers are sending their boys
August 29, 1862.
6m36
liberal discount made to persons buying to sell again. ' er>’ d°O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S have now I of every size and description, just received by Steamer
enwemenr.
^ K E Y W EST—Cld 22, Pautucket, Robinson, Mtlbridge
Beloved as yours to the battle-field ?
been sold without a single failure when! Sanford from Boston, ut
A Nelson, Pearse, Thomaston; 23d, Mariu, Hail, Bradford,
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1861.
4tf
/ taken as directed, and without the least i
Can you see my country call In vain.
Pembroke. Me.
ijfrk
injury
to health in any case. T2/"It is put t
rp «
p v t it a d t ip s
PORTLAND—Ar 21st. sell American Chief,Pressy, N Y.
And restrain tny arm from the needful blow?
HP in bottles of three different strengths, t
A * XV
1; "
111
Cld 22d. sch Emeline McLain, Bucklin, Pictou.
Not so ; though your heart should break with pain,
lift* with
No. 2 Spofford Block.
itb full directions for using, and sent bv
by *:
NEWPORT—Ar It B Pitts, Flanders, Rockland, for i
32if
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of the ■ Rockland, July 29, 1868.
You will kiss me, bless me, and bid me go.
N Y; Wave, Baldwin, Rockland for Sandy Hook; Union, .
country.
Dyer. Rockland for N Y.
C L E M ’S S U M M E R C U R E
PRICES:—Full strength, §10; Half strength, $5; Quar- •
NEW LONDON -A r 21th, brig II Young,Cook, Calais;
A P lain T alk to the P resident.—Mr. Ste
rengtli, $3 per bottle.
25tlt, sch Minnie Cobb, Averill, Rockland.
TAECIDED BARGAINS may be found a t the
Remember ! This medicine is de»igne«l expressly for
ven Driver, or “ Old Glory ” —for be is famil
--- AND—
HOLMES’ HOLE, Aug. 2 1 —Ar 1rig Norf.dk, of and
| Oustin' ate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind I
from Eastport for Turks Inland; schs Mars Hill, (of Ban
iarly known to the country as the stanch Tenn
failed to cure; also that it is warranted a» represent- :
gor) from Boston lor New York—night of the 23d.
ed in every respect , or the price will be refunded.
(
essean who preserved the Union flag at Nash
CP BEWARE OF IMITATIONS ’ None genuine and
B a r r e ls “ T R E M O N T .”
ville to the last—had an interview with the
warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M. at his I
Houston; brigs Ellen Bernard, Adelphi, Humming Bird,
President yesterday, during which he inlorined
R
E
M
E
D
I
A
L
I
N
S
T
I
T
U
T
E
tor
S
H
E
C
I
A
L
iuy su l- ' Chicopee.
Daniel Maloney, Matron, William Mason.
D
I
S
E
A
S
E
S
,
No.
28
Union
street
Providence,
II.
I.
Mr. Lincoln of the great enthusiasm he had
~
0
B u ir c ls E IG H T B E L L S, Ohio,
; PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, schs Isaac Mcrse, Parsons,
U This Specially embraces all diseases of a Private
W Jones, Jones, St George.
seen in the North during his campaign for two T h a t fo r th e c u r e o f D i a r r h e a o r D y a e u te r y
..........both
I...<1.ol MEN
MI.’ A! and WOMEN, by a regularly educat- s
______
in persons of all n^es, no medicine has ever come J Ar 23d, sch L A Orcutt, Atnsbury, Rockland; Paran,
months past, and declared that the people were
j ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his i
B illT C lS E X C E L S flO R .
to the knowledge of the public Hint so effectually j
i whole attention.
ahead of the Executive. “ If you let the
A
does its work and at the same time leavi *'
Arr2 jth. Hiawatha, Ingraham, Fortress Monroe; Amy
j o * Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly '
W ooster, Wooster, Vinalhaven.
Governors of the Northern States,” said he,
No 7 K im h u ll B lo c k .
| 0 B a r r e ls CERESCO.
bowels in an active, healthy condition an
confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, seBANGOR—Ar 23d, schrs Minnehaha, Thomas, and Lucy
tcure Irom observation, to all parts of the United States.
“ take this matter in hand, the rebellion will
Blake, Everett, N York.
C LE M ’S S U M M E R C U R E .
! a l-o, accommodations for Lndies from abroad wishing
be put down in a short time. They demand
NEWBUIIYPORT—Ar 22d Equal, Kellar, N York.
’ for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care until 2 0 B u n d s W E B S T E R .
T h a t fo r C h ild r e n C u t t in g T e e t h , i f tr o u b le d
more energy of you, Mr. President, and your
I restored «o health.
with Diarrhea or any irregularities af the Bowels,
A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Tw
GALT MILLS, PORTLAND, LAYFAYBTTE AND MAall other remedies are insignificani as compared
FOREIGN PORTS.
Generals. They have the utmost confidence in
H undred T housand Dollars ate puid to swindling coy Flour, Corn. Meal, Cotton Seed Meal, Fine Feed, Oat
with
vou, but they will have more vigor.” The
Ar at Liverpool 2d, ship Joseph Clark, Emerson, Port
Meal, Oats, Buckwheat, Grass Seed, Tea, Coffee, Sugar,
| quacks annually, in New England alone, without any lie
land.
C L E M ’S S U M M E R C U R E .
President was glad to hear this plain talk, and
irho pay it. All this comes from trusting | Molasses, Rice, Pork, Lard, Raisins, Spices, Starch, SalerCld B 3 Kimball, Hosmer, New York.
| are being received by every steamer from BOSTON and willtoiit inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hou- utus, Course nnd Fine Salt, Soup, Candles, Fish, Beans,
gave him assurances that all was going well.— T h a t fo r C h ild r e n tr o u b le d w i t h C a n k e r i n
r , S S
i ™"' >»=
>“
*'»“ • T:;1i’ ,13 or, character, and skill, and whose only recommends- J Peas, Butter, Cheese, Brooms, Pails, Ax-hundles, Earthen
the
mouth
or
stomach,
or
mothers
suffering
from
Mr. D. urged the rigid enforcement of the Con
lion is their own false and extravagant assertions, in W a re , Potash, &c-, &c.
nursing sore mouth, a safe and speedy cure is ef
A rat Pictou 7th, sch Emma Furbish, Kendall Rockland. ! the place to Invest, and where a full equivalent will be praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid bePlease call, and find for sale, at wholesale or retail, by
fiscation law, as it would bring the rebels to
fected by tlte use of
Sailed for New York B S Kimball.
!
for monies received. We are selling
itig humbugged, take no man’s word, no matter what his!
terms in the shortest manner. The mild policy,
O. 15. FA L FS.
Below
Quebec
22d
inst,
ship
Enoch
Barnard,
Ross,
from
pretensions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you J
C LE M ’S S U M M E R C U R E .
32tf
Londi
Rockland,
Aug. 1st, 1662.
he declared, was strengthening the rebels.—
nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis
SId from Port Louis, Mauritius, 3d ult,sship Mary Crock Ladies* and Gents’ Bleached and Un
T h a t fo r C o u g h s ,
ing physicians, in nine cates out of ten are bogus, there is ]
Cor. o f K . Y . Commercial.
bleached Hose,
10 to 20 cents. no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know who
chial allections, there
er. Williams, for Melbourne.
versally ufiords relief a:
Off the Harbor of St Thomas 9th, brig Baron de Castine, Ladies’ Cotton and Lisle thread Gloves, 02 to 17 “
and what they are.
Saunders, bound to Turks Islands to load salt for New
Dr. M. will send fr e e , by enclosing one stamp as
W hom to W rite to at W ashington—I nporH O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .
Embrordercd Cambric and Muslin Col
Yurd, Philadelphia or Boston.
above, a Phamplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on ,
tant to B usiness Men.—As there are many
A great variety of
Ar
at
Pictou
5th,Mountain
Engle,
Ames,
Halifax.
to
62
lars,
Private
Diseases generally, giving full information, with |
T h a t fo r a tigh tu cH s o r W h e e z i n g o n t h e
persons who wish to communicate with the dif
Chest, Pains, in the side or a long stunding Hack,
the most undoubted references and testimonials without '
While and Colored Skeleton Skirts (27
the heat known remedy is
which, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind :
F a n c y G oods a n d T o y s,
ferent bureaus of the war department, a mem
to 87
and 32 Hoops,)
is deserving of ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
orandum of the proper persons to address may
- firy description. Ladies’ Bags, Pi
H O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .
’.awns, Cambrics and Dress Muslins, 10 to 12
Albums. Combs, Brushes, Fancy Head Pins, Fancy Work
be useful to our readers:
address plainly, aud direct I . Dll. MATTISON,
.ight and Dark Dress Prints,
06 to 11
T h a t n s a n e x p e c to r a n t n n d a m e lio r a tin g
Boxes, Writing Desks, Bracelets, Cutlery, Fifes, Drums,
August
22,
1862.
All letters relating to pay of soldiers on fur
agent in cases of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, and
50 to 62
Perfumes, Hair Oils Cologne, Soaps, dec.
been used hut a few limes, will bo sold cheap. E
New Style Striped Figured Silks,
Confirmed Consumption, the public have already quire at tlte Gaze te Office.
lough or in hospitals should be addressed to
Substantial Pant stuff for Boys wear,
MISS L. H . H A T C H ’S
rendered their united verdict in fa*or of
Rockland, August 30, 1862.
36tf
Gen. B. F. Larned, paymaster general.
P ic k le s , F r u i t , &c.
Bluck, Brown nnd Green Broadcloths, 1,50 to 225
H O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .
Applications for hack pay and the §100
Pickles, Ketchup. Canned Fruita, Extrude, Olives, Na
4 00
Superior Style Cashmere Shawls,
F r e e d o m N o tic e .
live Wines, Ale.Porter, Fruit, Nuts, Dates, Figs, Tobucco,
bounty of deceased soldiers should be addressed
Linen, Plain and Hemstitched Handker
IT? ILL open MONDAY, August 25th, at the School feugur,Brier Pipes, Meer, Pipes, Coffee'dec.
Clem’s Summer Cure is a pleasant, rrin s is to ceniiy that 7 have this day given to my srtn chiefs,
to Hon. £ . B. French, second auditor.
06 to 25 “
Yr Room, on Summer Street.
, s ' 1 CHARLES M. TTORREY, his lime, to act and iranApplications for pay of teamsters, employes
a g r e e a bi.l e die c o c tio n o f R o o t. s a n d. D
B ark
Rockland, August 6, 1862.
33tf
-----ALSO----act business for himself. I shall claim none of his earn
and contains not u particle of opium or drug of any
ings nor pay any debts of his contracting after this date.
of the quartermaster's department, or for horses
—ALSO—
R cfrcnlam cuts* O yntcrn, I c c C r e a m , S od a,
sort. It always does good, and never does harm.
killed in service, should be addressed to Hon.
“ By their works ye shall know them.”
P
a
n
tr
y
,
C
o
u fe c tio a c r y , dec., & c .
T
o
W
h
o
m
i
t
M
a
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C
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Rockland, August 2G, 1862.
LINENS, W HITE CHECKED and PLAIN CAMBRICS,
G. C. Goodwin Ac Co ., Boston, General Agents for New
R. I. Atkinson, third auditor.
IIAVE this day received into pound, in the pound, in
W . II. K E E N E ,
England. H. H. H ay, Portland and B. F. Bradbury ,
T.ARMFONs, BLEACHED nnd UNBLEACHED
Applications relating to pay and bounty in General
tlte
town
of
Warrt-n,
a
dark
brown
S
teer
,
about
three
ST
A
T
E
OF
M
AINE.
Agents for Maine.
years old, with a speckled face and a slit in the right ear, N o. 2 P e r r y ’s B lo c k , L im e R o c k S tr e e t.
COTTONS, S a RSNET, CAMBRICS,
the maiinc or naval service, should be addressed
Sol.l in Rockland, by LEVI M. ROBBINS; in Thom
was found doing damage in the field of Samuel Simmons
aston by GEO. I. ROBINSON; in Rockport by CABLERockland, July 1, 1863.
28lf
to Hon. Hobart Berrien, fourth auditor.
in said town, and impounded by John G. Hoflses, of suid
S1I.1C1AS, GENTS’ COLLARS,
TON <fc NORWOOD; in Catnden by JAMES PERRY.
town.
The owner is hereby required to pay the sum le
Letters concerning soldiers in the army
CRAVATS, dec., &c„
gally and justly deinatidublc, in damages, and fees and
should be addressed to A djutant General Lo
lor impounding, and take the beast away.
all bought at the bottom of Hie market nnd will be sold at chargesJOHN
G. HOFFSES, Pound Keeper of Warren.
renzo Thomas.
Hie very lowest figures.
Dated at Warren this 15th day of August 1862. 3w*35
The
goods
will
be
freely
exhibited
Lo
those
who
with,
TnE “ R an n Ann.” A writer in the New
and alsolo those who do not wish lo purchase.
York Journal o f Commerce says th a tth c river in
Rockland, Muy 27, 1862. _______
____ 22tf _
Virginia, which all the newspaper correspon T h e C o n fe ssio n s a n d E x p e r ie n c e
Bestored.
dents persist in calling the “ R apidan,” is
OF A N IN V A L ID .
UL1SHED FOR TIIE B ENEFIT AND AS A
known in history and in the locality through
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price S ix Cents.
tvarning and a caution to young men who suffer from
The subscriber line ngaia returned from BOSTON with
which it runs as th e ” Rapid Ann.” The name Nervous
Debility, Premature Deca;, &c.; supplying ut
A L e c t u r e o n th e N a t u r e , T r e a t m e n t n u d another large lot of rich and fashionable gouds direct from
is said to have had a very funny origin.
the same time the means of Self-Cure. By one who has
HEAD QUARTERS,
Radical Cure of Spermatorrhecea or Seminal Weakness. the Manufactory, all bouoiit at C ash pricks.
cured himself after being put to great expense through
A djutant General’s Office ,
>
Involuntary Emmis«ions, Sexual Debility, and Impedi
imposition and quackery. By enclosing a post
A ugusta, August 25, 1862. )
At a grand war meeting in Hartford, Conn., medical
ments lo Marriage generally, Nervousness, Consumption,
ALL IN WANT OF
paid addressed envelope, pinole copies may be had of
EnilensY and Fits; Mental aud Physical Incapacity, result
on Thursday, Rev. Mr. Trask of Pittsburg, the author, NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, Esq., Bedford,
G en eral O rd er N o . 3 8 .
ing from Self-Abuse, A t.-B y IlOBT. J . CULVER WELL,
Mass., exhibited a bullet received by a drum Kings County., N. Y.
M°
D.,
Author
of
the
Green
Book,
ifc.
The
time
for
the
meeting
of
Companies
of
enrolled
Mi
H
a
ts
,
C
aps,
B oots, S hoes, &c.,
March 12, J862.
12ly
Hus removed his Slock of
The world-renowned author, in this admirable Lecture,
mer boy on the 17th of June, 1777, and which
litia, for making a draft, shall he Wednesday, the tenth
clearly proves from his own experience that the awful
day of September, 1862, nt nine o’clock in the forenoon,
lie carried in bis body 77 years. Mr. Trask
cannot
fail
to
be
suited
here
ns large supplies have daily
instead of Wednesday, the 3d.
A g r ic u ltu r a l I m p le m e n ts , S eeds
been received from Boston and New York Markets, for
S ta g e a n d R a il r o a d N o tic e .
said he took the bullet from the duet in his
There will be a corresponding extension of time for com
lions, bougies, instruments, rings, or cordials, pointing out the past month making the stock now more complete than
pleting the draft, and for furnishing evidence of exemption
coffin only four weeks ago.
ntocie of cure at once certain and effectual, by which ever, comprising all the styles and fashions in existence,
therefrom, and for notifying the drafted men of each com
S to v es a n d H a r d w a r e to
everv sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may and selling at unprecedented low prices.
pany’s quoin, to appear at the place of the draft to pro
The Medical Department arc using every
cure'himsels cheaply, privately, and radically. This lec
ceed to the rendezvous, as provided to General Order
NO.
7
KIMBALL
BLOCK,
ture
will prove a boon io thousands nnd thousands.
No
32.
C A L L A N D E X A M IN E A T
effort to establish an Ambulance Corps, so sys 1TAGES w ill le a v e R O C K LA N D for BATH every
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on
By order of the Commander-in-chief,
tematized as to accommodate fully all sick and ) morning—Sundays excepted—at 2 o ’clock A. M.,
the receipt of six cents, or two poatuge stamps, by uddressJOHN L. H0D 3D 0N ,
id
on
Tuesdays,
Thursdays,
and
Saturdays
at
6
1-2
where
he
will
he
happy
to
see
his
old
friends
and
custom
wounded after future battles.
Adj’t General.
W E N T W O R T H ’S,
>»g>
'clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the
ers. He also oilers a new aud splendid assortment of
Dr . CHAS. J . C. KLINE,
cars leaving at 11.40, A. M., for Portland and Boston, and
127 Bowery, Nt v York, Post Office Box, 4586.
Rufus B. Googins, of Lincolnville, died at also connect with the Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
(rs35)
71y
August
21,
1862.
ST
A
T
E
OF
M
AINE.
RETURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam
Rockland, July 1, 1862.
Now Orleans on the 30th day of July, with ty ariscotta,
Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston nnd Rock
ul very low prices.
phoid fever. He enlisted in the 15th Maine land, daily at 3 P. M , or on the arrivil of the train from
S e lf-S e a lin g
HEAD QUARTERS.
\
Regiment as a nurse, and was highly respected Portland and Boston, and on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Please call and be convinced that that is the fact.
Fridays, at 8 o’clock, A. M
adjutant G eneral’s O ffice ,
S
by his officers. His age was 57.
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D a m n r a c o t t n
A ugusta, August 23, 1862, )
Rockland, July 1, 1362.
28tf
T o F e m a le s in D e lic a te H e a lth .
for Gardiner, immediately oil the arrival of the 2 A. M.
G en er a l O rd er, N o. 3 7 .
DR DO W, Physician anil Surgeon, No. 7 and 9 Endicott
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
A young man by the name of Thomas Me days. passing bv Damariscotta Mills and through Ainu,
Street Boston, is consulted du ly for all diseases Incident
Portland mid New York Steamers.
L
the
year
tumid,
and
remaitt
as
good
as
when
put
up.I.
—The
enrollment
required
under
the
directions
of
Gen
fo the female system. Prolapsus Uteri, o, falling ol the
Donald, brakeuian on the St Andrews Rail Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi eral Order No 28 will be made in accordance with tile pro
.
The splendid and fast Steamship
'or sale by
Womb Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual
in time for the Boston train o f cars and also the
road, was killed on Saturday morning last, by ner
S. M. VEAZIE, No. 2 Atlantic Block.
visions of the act of Congress of July 17, 1862, entitled
derangements, are all treated upon new pathological
Stage for Lewiston.
X j C IIESA FE A K E, Capt. S. Crowell, Rockland, August 1. 1862.
32lf
act to amend the act calling forth the militia to ex <
coming in contact with one of the bridges. He
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for the above nam
principles, nnd speedy relief guaranteed in a very lew
the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections, nnd will until further notice run as follows :
days So invariatlj certain is this new mode of treat
was on top of a car trying to secure some lum  ed plkCwe on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the ecute
Leaves Brown’s Wharf,Portland, every WEDNESDAY
of the above train and Stage arriving at Damaris repel invasions, approved February 28th, 1795, and the
ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, and
ber from falling off, when struck. His body arrival
cotta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to act amendatory thereof, and for other purposes,” which at 4 o’clock P. M., nud leave Pier 9, North River, New
the alllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
provides that the enrollment of the militia shall in all York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
was found lying on the platform of the baggage Rooklund. F a r e $ 1 , 2 5 .
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
ugars, teas , molasses and syrup , pork , cure
cases
include
all
able-bodied
citizens
between
the
ages
of
The
vest-els
are
fillin
g
up
with
flue
accommodations
for
of diseases of women and children, thau any other
J . T . BERRY
CO., P roprietors .
car.— Calais Advertiser.
hams
,
lard
,
ch
eese
,
raisins
,
currants
,
eighteen
and
lorty-flve,
and
General
Order
No.
28
is
amend
passengers,
niukiiig
this
the
most
speedy,
safe
and
com
Rockland, Dec. 11 1861.
5Itf
in Boston.
SPICES, FLOUR. CORN and MEAL, as low ns thephysician
ed accordingly.
fortable route for travellers between New York andMuine.
Boarding accomodations for patients who may wish to
lowest,
by
II.
11.
CRIE.
II. —Field officers of volunteer regiments raised in place Passage $5.01), including Fare and Stute Room.
stay
in
Boston a lew days under his treatment.
May 1. 1862.
19tf
of drafted men for nine months’ service, will be elected
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Knox County Democratic Convention
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten
by tlte captains aud subalterns of the respective companies Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
tion to an office practice, for the cure of Private Diseases
composing the same.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
P O S T P O N E D ,
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
III. —All men enlisting after this date, whether for three steamers as earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that she leaves
United Slates.
years’ service or for nine months,’ in the place of drafted Portland.
From August 26th in st, to September 4th 1862, to assem
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
GOOD SUPPLY of Hooks, Lilies, Nets, Oil Clothes, will
ble at Rockland ut It) o’clock, A. M, on that day.
In this city, Aug. 29th, Mrs. Maria L. Cochran, daughter men, will be credited to the towns in which they reside,
For Freight and Passage apply to
not be answeredPer Order of County Committee,
of James Blaisdell, o f Bristol, and wife of Gen. Win. S. and not elsewhere.
Boots, Ate., dec., low for the limes by
^ nT_
EMERY «fc FOX,Portland.
Otlice Hours from 8 a. M. to 9 p. M*
H.
II.
CRIE.
By order of the Commander-in-Chief:
Cochran of this city, aged 43 years. Services at his resi
H. STEVENS, Chairman.
H. B CROMWELL, & CO., No 86 West Street, N. Y
April, 1862.
Ml?
August 23.1862.
gw*35
dence ou Sunday next a t 1 o’clock.
JOHN L. HODSDON, Adjutant General.
Rockluud, May 1, 1862.
19U
December; 3,1861,
(Nov, 25.)
Our flag, the flag of our hope and pride,
With its stars and stripes, anJ its field of blue,
Is mocked, insulted, torn down, defiled,
And trampled upon by the rebel crew.
And England and France look on and sneer,
“ Ha, queen of earth, thou art fallen low.”
Earths downtrodden millions weep and fear,
So kiss me, mother, and let me go.

r * avi? „ i„-. e quantity of all the various kinds of Coal
I w L u w IIUm. h“PPy to serve out to my old Irienda and
... who "may favor i.T ’
™
as at any other p.
y*

sates

M

M A R IN E J O U R N A L .
as

S T A T E O F M A IN E .

B O A R D IN G SCHOOL

T o o ls ,

work, bucIi

which will lie executed as well as in any city in the Union,
and ut as low prices.
A select assortment of

H A IR

N o tic e o f F o re c lo s u re .

Earth cannot bring for such a sorrow,
A balm front land or sea ;
But from God’s word the heart muy borrow,
Peace for eternity.

J . L. GIOFKAV,

N ew

struction in the various English Branches and also in
MLulin
and Greek, on MONDAY, September 10th, in the

But, oh ! the ones they left behind them,
To mourn thro’ many a day ;
To weep and watch, yet never find them
Along life’s weary way !

M ERENDA

especially adapted for L adies

R. PAINE will commence a course of in

S C H O O L H O U S E O N P o r t l a n d S tr e e t,
and continue it ten weeks.
Rockland, August 25, 1862.
2w*36

COAL! COAL!!
S P E A R ’S WHA.RF.

C o u rts o f P r o b a te .

School.

In this city, Aug. 27th, Charles Gilbert, son of Gilbert
L. and Abby S. Atherton,‘aged 1 year, 6 months and 17
days.
In this city; Aug. 2ith, Mrs. Ann, wife of Elliott Talman, aged 56 years and 6 month4.
At Thomaston, Aug. 12th, Miss Hettie C. Thicker, aged
27 years, 6 months, daughter of R. Thicker, Esq.
In South Thomaston, Aug. 22d, Benjamin G. Wilson,
aged 27 years.
At St. Luke’s Hospital, New York, Aug. 16th, Mr. Ed
win Lindsey of South Thomaston, a private in Company
K, 4th regiment, aged 23 years. Though ardently attached
to his friends nnd home, he cheerfully lelinquished them
hll to answer the call of his country, and while with his
regiment in Virginia he contracted a fever incident to that
section of country, which caused his death.
Young Edwin was of a ntild and lovely disposition, nnd
his left a mother and a large number of friends to mourn
his loss.
In Waldoboro. Aug., 24th, George W., aged 7 years
and 7 months, also 27th, Freddie B., aged 5 years 5 months
and 17 days, children of George S., and Susan B. Sanders.
Their life’s brief journey here is ended,
Those chilcren of hope and love.
And their young spirits have ascended,
To Him who reigns above.

B ro u d c lo tlis, C u ssim e r e s, D o e sk in s,
V cstingM , S ilk a u d W o o l M ix tu r e s , C a s h m ercitH , C o tto u a d e s , & .C ., &,c., a ls o

TAILORING TRIMMINGS,
an abundant variety of

G -entlem ens’s F u r n is h in g G oods
and all the latest styles of

ca ps,

H J Y T S
all of which goods, in which BEAUTY is strictly com
bined with DURABILITY, together with a very large and
complete stock of

C U S T O M -M A D E

C E O T H IN G

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE.

NEW DRY GOODS STORE,

Auction Job lots of Merchandise

HURRAH! HURRAH!

F or Sale.

School for Y oung Ladies.

1

AND STILL THEY COME !!

R emoval ;

MANHOOD;
0 3 ® jjowLost; j|ow

MORE NEW GOODS.

E x tr e m e ly L o w P r ic e s.
Please call and see, and be convinced that the place
here you can get SUITED BEST, where you can BU f
CHEAPEST, and where goods are NEVER MISREPRE
SENTED, is at

EDWARD HARRIS’
N o r th S to r e in W a l k e r B lo c k ,
Head o f Park Street and Spear Block,
ROCKLAND, Mk .
June 24, 1862.
27tf

OLD
IN

T IIE

F R IE N D S
R IG H T

PLA CE

H e r r ic k 's S u g a r C oated P ills I
I The best family Cathartic in
the World.
Used twenty
years by

FIV E M IL L IO N S
OF PERSONS

AXAIiALLY;
always give satisfaction ; con
taining nothing injurious; pat
ronized by the Principal phy
sicians in the UNION; elegant
ly coated with sugar. Large
Boxes 25 cents; 5 Boxes one
dollar. Full directions with
_____________________ each box. Warranted superior
to any Pills before the public.
H e r r ic k ’s K id S t r e n g t h e n in g P l a s t e r s c a r e
in five hours, pains and weakness of the breast, side and
back, aud Rheumatic complaints in equtW> short periods
of time Spread on beautiful white lamb skin, their use
subjects the wearer to no inconvenience, nnd each one
ill wear from one week to three months. Price 18 3-4
cents.
Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills and Kid Plasters are sold
in all parts of the United States, Canadas ami South
America and may be obtained by calling for them by their
full name.
D r . L R. HERRICK <fc CO., Albany, N. Y.
The above articles are sold by F. G. COOK, C. P. FES
SENDEN, J. S. HALL & CO., and LEVI M. ROBBINS,
Rockland; C. M. Knight, Rockport; James Perry and E.
C. Fletcher, Camden; VV. K. Duncan and David Howe,
Lincolnville; II. N. Lancaster & Co., Northport.
E- BLASI1FIELD, T ravelling Agent.
February 13, 1862.
3p8Iy

J . P. W IS E ,

HAYING TOOLS,

F R U IT

C A .JN T S ,

P rovisions & Groceries.

S

DEATHS

F ish erm en ’s Findings.

A

CA-TJTIOjST

E E V I M. R O B B IN S,
WILSON A W HITE’S BLOCK,
S IG N O P T H E G O L D E N E A G L E .
R ockland, Mb.
TZEEPS a full assortment of Pure and Uuadulterated
LY Drugs, Medicines, &c. They all being new, must
therefore be Ireah, and they can be bought at a sattatactory
Reinember they can be found at the Sign of the Golden
Eaglo.
17tf
Rockland, April 17,1861.

p R Y E ’S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR

U n iv e r s a l F a m ily P ill.
itFSF Pills arc purely Vegetable, and a safe remedy
,7r l)v.
G.,.!.«»«•», I-o»» «f Appetite, Liver
Tfoil.plaint
?ml irepatitle. of the Blood, Ac., and are lb .
l-iiu
Can be
InuudE...1
I ill. IO
to take
lake when
wo , Tlty.ico pI. required.
Q0LDEN
kaql
THE SIGN I
S6H
nt«klaud,.M»y 7,1861,

.4
ST A T E O F MAINE,

ST A T E OI? M AINE.

HEAD QUARTERS,

J

1862.

Adjutant G eneral’s Office ,
Augusta, August II, 1862.
,
G en er a l O rd er N o. 2 8 .
HE Governor and Commander-in-Chief orders and di
reels,‘that the Orderly Seargants of the several Com
panies of Milida, enrolled by them respectively, under
the act of the Legislature of March 19, 1862, proceed forth
with to revise their Rolls, and make out supplementary
ones in manner following:
I. Place upon the blanks herewith furnished, in addi
tion to the names of tho?e already upon your Rolls, all
other white male citizens resident or being within your
company limits, of the age of eighteen years and under
the age of forty-five years, with the following exceptions
v iz: —
The Vice President of the United States ;
The officers, aud judicial aud executive, of the United
States;
The members of both houses of Congress and their re
spective officers ; custom bouse officers and their clerks ,
inspectors of exports; pilots, and any mariners employed
in i be sea service of any citizen or merchant within the
United States;
Postmaster, assistant postmasters and their clerks, post
officers, post riders, and s’age drivers, in the care and con
The SUMMER CAMPAIGN has begun at
veyance of the mail of the United Slates; ferrymen em
ployed at any ferry of the post road; artificers and work
men in the United -'tales arsenals, persons of the denom
inations of Quakers and Shakers; justices of the supreme
judicial c o u rt; ministers of the gospel regularly ordained
according to the usages of their denominations, so long as
And they are now displaying the debt stock of
their relation continues; and ofiicers of the militia who
have been honorably discharged.
U. All persons claiming exemption on account of disa
bility, are nevertheless to be enrolled and the validity of
such claims will hereafter be determined by the proper of
ficer appointed for that purpose.
III. All persons resident within the company limits of
each Orderly Seargant who are now in the land or naval
service of the United Slates, will he enrolled, and oppo Ever offered in the City of Rockland to which we invite
site their names mention made of that fact.
the attention of BUYERS that feel interested In
V. All persons claiming exemption from enrollment,
account of having been officers of the militia honora
L o w OPi’i e c s .
bly discharged, must exhibit such discharge, or official cer
tificates thereof and if improperly enrolled for want of
evidence, will hereafter be stricken off, upon such cluints
T.
E
.
&
F . J . SIM O N T O N ,
being substantiated.
V. The supplementary rolls will resemble the originals,
N o. 4 B err y B so ck .
in exhibiting the names in full, eges, dales of births, and
Rockland, March 3 1862.
15tf
such facts, (if any,)under the head of “ Remarks,” in teIation to each person, as it may be important to know.
VI. Immediately upon completing this supplementary
roll each Orderly Sergeant will forward a copy thereof by
mail to this office, and at the same time will call out his
company in like manner and form as for election of offi
cers, by giving not exceeding four days notice of the lime
and place of meeting.
VI i. At such meeting of said companies, said Order
ly Sergeants will cause a diaft to be made from their com
mands. of such number as shall be designated by this de
partment, notice of which will be given in future orders,
with instructions in relation to the manner aud form ol
Baid draft.
PETINGS which comprises
VIII. When, from the absence of said Orderly Ser
geants, or other cause, said duty shall be neglected by
them, so that the revised rolls cannot be completed and B R U S S E L S , T A P E S T R Y , T H R E E P L Y ,
returned to ibis office in strict conformity with these in
structions within ten days from this date, the Captain or E X T R A S T P E R F JN E , S U P E R E L YE , f t . ,
Commanding officer elect of said companies, or in default
thereof, the Mayor and Aldermen of Cities, Selectmen of
S A M P S O N ’S and other popular makers.
Towns, and assessors of Plantations, are hereby charged
with all the duties herein specified.
IX. Reasonable compensation will be made for the
prompt and faithful discharge of these dutiesRy order of the Commander-in-Chief.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
Adjutant General.
all widths. HEMP and STRAW Carpetings, Wool and
Cotton Bookings, Crumb Cloths, Rugs, Mats, Hassocks,
ST A T E OF M AINE.
id every article usually found hi a
HEAD QUARTERS.
’ERS.
7
A djutant G eneral’s O ffice ,
>
GUSTA, August 14, 1862, )
AUGUSTA.
F i r s t C lass C a r p e t S to re .
G en era l O rd er, X
P rices always satisfactory . A few more pieces of
General Order No. 23 is so far modified, that the notice that
good quality
provided for therein, for the calling out of Companies by
the Orderly Sergeants, will not be given until further or
ders are received from tins Department.
By order of the Commander-in-chief.
D on't fo r g e t the Place.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
Adj’t General.

S P R IN G

T

T B .I J O J E .

D R Y GOODS

FIRE! F IR E !! FIRE!!!

Dr. T. L. ESTABKOOK,

H saved from (he late Are, to the
Store

next

E ast 01

the

Express Ofpicr,

JO B P R IN T IN G

on

L im e R o c k Street.
I shall be pleased to have my friends and the pub lie gen
erally call and examine the same before making tneir pur
chase* of

M IL L IN E R Y

C IT Y P H Y S I C I A N ,

AVING removed the balance of my Stock

E ls t a t o l i s l i m

e iit !

(ESTA BLISHED , A. D. 1846.)

O f f i c e , — m i l s b x r r y ’s N e w S l o c k .
B o a r d s a t th e T h o r n d i k e H o t e l,—where calls
eft when , fle H r . cannot be found at bis office,
u ,abron^
be Pleaa®d to attend to all calls with
which he may be favored, at h is o ffice , where he may
be found day or night.
Ear” ^ 011^ aWcntion 8lven 10 diseases of the eye and
Rockland, April 2, 1862.

O ffice, X o . 5 , C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k .

(UpStairs,}

Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing,

3ml5

FANCY GOODS,
at Xo. 4 Perry Block,
L IM E

ROCK

STREET,

RO CKLAND.

A S p le n d id A s s o r tm e n t o f

E P H R A IM W . B A R T L E T T ,

Are prepared at all times to execute all kinds of
HEAD QUARTERS,
Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in
Adjutant General’s O ff ic e ,
A ugusta, August 16, 1862.
G en era l O rd er N o . 3 2 .
A requisition having been made upon the Governor
A nd. F a n c y G o o d s,
Gommander-in-Chief by the President of the United States
F u rn is h in g
G oods,
The attention of Merchants, Manufacturers, Traders, and
AND R U B B E R S ,
for nine thousand six hundred and nine (9609) able bodied
cpnalKing iu p an of (he following articles ■.
men, io be dratted from the enrolled Militia of the State,
all
others
in
want
of
Printing
is
invited
to
this
As I desire to close out the entirs lot previous to
SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,
for the service of the United States, to serve N ine
Establishment, which contains
S tra w , F a n c y & M ou rn in g B o n n e ts
Months, unless sooner discharged : It is hereby ordered
S e p t e m b e r lO tli.
FLOW ERS, LACES aud EDGINGS
as Iollows:—
French aud American Calf Skins, of ailR IBBONS,
deacriptiona.
F IR S T .
The
Largest
and
Best
Assortment
of
L ln L n g H , B i n d i n g s .
I
shall ntnke the prices Low E nough to make it an ob
1.—The Orderly Sergeants of the respective Companies
ject for all in want of Goods In my line, to make their
of Enrolled Militia shall each appoint a member ol their
K id a n d G o a t S to ck , R u b b e r G orin g
purchases at my S tore .
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
Company to be Clerk, who shall be sworn before some
S h o e D u c k , P e g . . L n .i» , S h o e N a il* a n d
Justice of the Peace of the County, to make a true and
in great variety.
faithful record of the proceedings of the Company at such
Remember the Place,
S h o e T o elit o f a l l k in d .,
j ®
©
®
i p s
a
meetings for making the draft, as are hereinafter provided:
blanks for which appointment, and certificate o f oath
A T T H E B R O O K , M A IN S T .
aforesaid, will be seasonably furnished from this office.
Rockinnd, September 2,1861.
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ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
2. —The lime ol meeting of Componies of Militia for the
YARN, ZEFIIYR and GERMAN WORSTED
puipose of making such dralt shall be Wednesday, the
N e x t to E x p r e s s O ffice.
in great variety.
W A S H IN G T O N H O U SE ,
third day of September next, at nine o’clock In the lorenoon, and notice of the time and place of meeting, (the
HOOD and SH E T L A N D Y A R N S.
X
O
1
,
B
R
O
A
D
W
A
Y
C. G. MOFFITT.
latter to be designated by the Orderly Sergeants ) shall be
given in mannfer and form, as for the election of officers,
27tf
Rockland, Juue 24,1862.
NEW YORK.
but there shall be at least twenty-four hours notice given.
At such meeting of said Companies, the Orderly Sergeant
adapted^ fori speed, durability and beauty of execution,
Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING BILK,
will cause a draft to be made therefrom, in manner follow
1 take pleasure in announcing to my old patrons, that I
W A R C L A IM A G E N C Y .
Tainbo, Moravian and Nun’s Colton, Linen Floss,
presenting, with
ing
have opened, repaired, and refitted in the most thorough
First —He will cause a box ol suitable size for the pur
manner, the above commodious and pleasantly situated
pose to be prepared, and will place therein, in presence of
house, where I shall he most happy to see my old friends,
the Company, as many slips of paper as there are names
and shall spare no effort in making them a pleasant and
W H IT E GOODS,
on the roll of his Company, exclusive of ofiicers elect,
agreeable home, and would here take pleasure in ac
U. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims
knowledging past favors. ,
and upon the slips shall be written in letters, and not
Extra Inducements for Patronage.
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolius, Mar
figures, the numbers from one to that which expresses the
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually
JOHN
E.
MERRILL,
P
roprietor
,
entire number of men in the Company, each slip having
of all descriptions, promptly procured.
kept in such an establishment.
Formerly o f the fVebster House Boston.
one number written thereon. The box shall then be closed,
May 7, 1862
20tf
and the papers therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
It Is our aim, by the prompt and faithful execution of all
AGENT FOR
N o C lia r g e U n l e s s S u c c e s s f t i l .
draft shall be made therefrom, under his direction, in the
orders,
the
superior
character
and
style
of
every
des
F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O RK ,
mode here prescribed.
W IL D E S ’ H O TE L ,
Application In person or by letter to
of the best manufacture in the United States, which he
cription of work, the judicious and tasteful selec
Second—The names on the Company Roll shall then
be called in alphabetical order by the Orderly Sergeant,
tion o f new type, the adoption of all
N O . 4 6 E L M S T R E E T , keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
and each man as his name is called, shall draw one slip of
BONNETS B LE A C H E D A ND PR E SSE D .
C H A R L E S A . M IL L E R ,
paper from the box, which he shall pass to the Clerk, who
BO STO N .
*
H. HATCH.
shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same
Rockland, April 23, 1862.
43tf
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Hpon a roll previously prepaied by him for that purpose,
MERRITT & WHITTEMORE, P roprietors.
upon a biank fnrnished from this office, opposite the name
of the person drawing the same, until every slip shall have
O ffice in W i l s o n Ac W h i t e ’s B lo c k ,
Ociober 15, 1861.
3g,f
j g H. C O C H R A N ,
as they may occur, to rank second to no other Printing
been drawn from tbe box, and in cases where an enrolled
member of the Company shall not he present, or shall
N. B. Pension Claims should be presented immediately. Establishment in this section of the State.
w J 1 t a k e risk* on
neglect or refuse to draw upon his name being called, the
R eferences .—Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Hon. Aimer Among the varieties of work which we are prepared to
Orderly Sergeant shall designate some member of the
D u e l l i n g Houses,
Coburn, Hon. James G Blaine, Hon. N. A. Farwell, lion.
Company to draw for him.
G . W . H O D G E S , P r o p rie to r.
execute, are
E. K. Smart, Adj’t Gen. John L. Hodsdon, Col. E. K. Har
Third.—When there is more than one Company in a
Household
Furniture,
CORNER MAIN AND 6EA STREETS, ROCKLAND.
ding, Maj. Gen. Wm. H. Titcomb.
City or Town, the Mayor and Aldermen of the City and
Rockland, June 24, 1862.
27tf
Stores, Stocks of Goods,
BuaincsM m id W e d d in g C a r d s ,
Single persons o- small Families accommodated with
the Selectmen ol the town are authorized and required
board
on
liberal
terms.
immediately upon receiving information of their quotas,
V i a i l in g C a r d a ,
Finishing R i d k s o n
Coaches always in Attendance to take guests to and
to apportion the same equally between the several Com
B a l l T ic k e ta ,
from the sever 11 steamers.
panies. having respect to the numbers borne upon the
buildings in process of
Rockland April 17, 1660.
17if
rolls. If such municipal officers shall neglect or refuse to
H a n d b il l s ,
construction, and a 11
perform the above service in making the aforesaid appor
S h o w -B ills ,
tionment, the draft will nevertheless be proceeded with in
M
a Tk J
TO PU R C H A SE
other insurable proper
P rogram m er,
the manner above described, and notice of the lacts should
be immediately forwarded to this office by the Orderly
P o a le r r ,
ty, in the following com
Sergeant.
B
il
l
H
e
a
d
*
,
A
T
N
O
.
3
C
R
O
C
K
E
T
T
B
L
O
C
K
,
Fourth —If the above duty cannot be performed before
panies, known to be safe
5 o’clock, I*. M., it will be continued on ihe next day be
B illr o f F a r e ,
tween the hours of 9 o’clock A. M., and 5 o’clock P M.,
and prompt in the ad
I T COCHRAN’S loft mav be found all articles used in
W a y B ll l l t
and from day to duy, between tbe same hours, until the
making and repairing sails.
justment of their losses
E n v e lo p e s ,
draft is completed.
D
u
c
k
,
B
o
lt
R
o
p
e
,
T
w
i
u
e
,
T
h
im
b
le
s
,
C
o
r
d

HARTFORD
FIRE
INSURANCE
CO.,
Filth.—Tbe men who shall not be exempt fiotn such li
C
H
E
A
P
.
C ir c u la r s,
a g e and a lot of second bund fore and aft sails in good Hartford Connecticut. Incorp. 1819. Charter perpetual.
ability to enrollment, such exemption to be determined as
M a n u fa c t u r e r s * T a g s ,
repair, for sale cheap.
Capital §500,000,....................Surplus upwards of §210,000.
hereinafter provided, against whose names upon the record
L a b e ls o f a l l k in d s .
H.
Huntington,
Pres’t.
T.
C.
Allyn,
Secretary.
then made hv the Clerk, shall he found the lowest number
SAILS made and repaired at short notice.
commencing at one, (I) and going upwards until tbe quota
O rd er B o o k s.
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore received
ol the Company has been obtained, shall constitute the
HOME
INSURANCE
CO.
the
same
is
respectfully
solicited.
B a n k C h ecks.
drafted quota oi said Company, aud shall be held accor
The Proprietor of Xo. 1, Berry’s Block,
Few York City.
Rockland, March 11, 1862.
12tf
T. E. & F. J . SIMONION,
dingly, and thus the quota is to be completed from the
B a n k B ook s,
Cash^Capital SL000,000.......................... Surplus §300,000.
lowest numbers drawn hy nun-exempted men.
X o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k ,
Chas. J. Martin, President.
ST A T E OF M AINE.
B la n k N o tes,
QFFERS one thousand Ladies’ Drgss Patterns
S ix th —Ttie following persons viz;—The Vice President
A .V
A. F. Wilmarth, Vice Pres’t.
J. M. Smith, Ssc’y.
B i l l s o f L a d in g .
C, at COST, and many at a great reduction from cost, In
of the United States ; the officers, judicial and executive,
HEAD quarters ,
of the United States; the members ol both housos of
cluding one hundred patterns Plain, Figured, Black and
I n s u r a n c e B la n k s ,
CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
A tto r n e y & C o u n s e llo r a t L aw . Hartford, Connecticut....................Cash"
Adjutant G eneral’s Of f ic e ,
Congress, and their respective officers, Custom House of
T
o
w
n
B
la
n
k
s
,
Capital S250,000.
ficers and their clerks : Inspectors of exports ; pilots, and
A ugusta, August 14, 1862. j
C. N. Bowers Prea’t.
C. C. Waite, Sec’y.
FANCY D R E S S SIL K S,
W o o d B ills ,
mariners employed in the sea service of any citizen or
OFFICE NO. 2, KIMBALL BLOCK,
G eu eral O rd er N o. 3 1 .
merchant within the United States ; Postmasters, assis
H
a
y
B
il
l
s
,
The quota of Towns under the call of July 2d ult.. for
LATEST NOVELTY
tant postmasters, and their clerks, post officers, post riders three years Volunteers, which shall not have been filled
MAINE INSURANCE CO.
Plain and Figured Berages, Balzarines, Figured Muslins
M i l k B il l s .
ROCKLAND, M E.
and stage drivers in the care aud conveyance of the mail by recruits who have been mustered into the service of
Augusta, Maine........................................ Capital $60,000.
and Lawn#, Valencias and Goats Hair. Anu now opening
Rcckland, Jan. 1, 1862.
3lf
of the United estates ; ferryman employed at any lerry on I the United Slates in some Regiment or Company of State
J. L. Cutler, President.
J . H. Williams, Sec’y.
~ choice selection of
the post road: artificers and wotkmeu in the United Volunteers, on or before Saturday the 23d day of August
B ook a n d P a m p h le t P r i n t in g
Stales Arsenals ; persons of the denominations of Quakers inst, will be completed by draft.
GEORGE.
W.
FRENCH,
NEW
ENGLAND
FIRE
te
MARINE
INSURANCE CO.
S u m m e r D r e s s G oods,
and shakers: Justices of the Supreme Judicial C outt;
For which we have every facility, and which will be at.
All Volunteers under this call, who have not reported
Hartford, Connecticut. ;
Ministers of the Gospel regularly ordained according to themselves and been accepted and mustered previous to
t prices suited to the times.
tended to promptly, and executed correctly.
Capital $200,000.......................... Assets over 230,000.
the usages of theii denominations, so long as such rela this date, at the Rendezvous at Portland, Augusta, Hath or
A t t o r n e y a n d C o u n s e llo r a t L aw Cash
N.M
.
Waterman,
Pres’t.
Geo.
D.
Jew ett, Secr’y.
tion continues ; and officers ol the militia who have been Bangor, must report themselves in person nt Augusta on
F a s h i o n a b l e C lo a k s
honorably discharged, are exempt from liability to enrol or before the day aforesaid, to relieve any Town iroin the
The S l i o r f c £»SX © lc together with several other
TH O M A STO N . M E,
iiiS WESTERN MASS. INSURANCE CO.
ment and eraft, and upon evidence furnished the Orderly necessity of a draft to supply any deficiency in its quota. N ew P atterns of LADIES GARMENTS, just received constantly on hand and made to order. CLOAKING
October 23, 1861.
43tf
Pittsfield, Mass....... Cash Capital and surp. over $200,000.
Sergeant that they come within this exemption, he will The municipal officers of each I own are requested to as
L’LOTHS very low.
E. 11. Kellogg, Pres’t.
J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.
cause the Clerk to draw a line aeross their names upon the certain whether their quotas have been raised and accept and we are now prepaied to
G O L D , S I L V E R , C R IX J lS O IX
record, but not rendering the names illegible, slating op ed. When it shall be found that they have not been, their
S
H
A
W
L
S
,
posite, the ground i f exemption. A line will also he attention is calle I to this order, that prompt measures
SPRINGFIELD FIRE te MARINE INSURANCE CO.
and
other
great variety purchased at Auction and will be sold at
drawn across the names of persons claiming exemption may be taken to save the Town from the operation ol a
Springfield, Mass.
Manufacture Cloaks and Mantillas AAuction
Prices.
from liability, on grounds ol physical dieabiliiy, who shall draft.
Cash Capital $200,000..................... Assets over $448,000
in all the Latest Spring Styles.
establish the validity of such claims before the Orderly
Edmund Freeman, Pres’t.
Wm. Connor, Jr., Sec’y.
By order of tbe Commander-in-Chief.
Sergeant by the certificate of any Surgeon within the
B
la
c
k
S
il
k
a
u
d
L
a
c
e
V
i
v
i
l
c
s
n
u
d
C
a
p
e*
And
all
descriptions
of
Plain
and
Fancy
Work
in
the
JOHN L. HODSDON,
County, appointed by the Governor for the purpose of
TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.
Adjutant General.
CHARTER OAK FIRE te MARINE CO.
at hulf the cost.
M BS. M. ALLEN ,
Printing line that may be required.
making such examinations, which certificates shall con
Soldiers wounded or in any way injured or who die Hartford, Conn..........................................Capital, $300,000
tain a statement of the particular grout.d of such disabili
D e L a ln e s .
whose long expeiience in our CLOAK DEPARTMENT is
R. Gillett, President.
J , H. Sprague, Sec’y.
ty. The decisions of the Orderly Sergeants in this regard.
[CZ Persons wishing for woik in our line are invited to from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
One thousand yards of out of style twenty cent Dea sufficient guarantee that every Garment will suit is still
while iu service (they or their heirs) can have tile same
W ill stand go o d unless reversed by the Adjutant General.
Laiue
selling
from
12
1-2
to
16
cents
per
yard.
secured by applying, to
call, as we can si.it them, both as to style and price.
HAMPDEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Seventh —Three days from the draft, exclusive of that I ) Rtteerr ready Io CUT GARMENTS for
c™:iuuea to be consulted at hi. office, Nos 7 with
Y ” us
U and
“" ‘l will
" ' H b1,1e e'
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law.
Springfield, Mass..................... Capital and assets,$220,000
day, shall be allowed parties claiming exemption io fur 17 and 9 Endicott s u e d , llosion, on all diseases of a
1 e " h“ Prefer to buy their Cloth elsewhere and make
J. PORTER & SON,
Thomaston, October 16, 1861.
43tf
W. B. Calhoun, Pres’t.
J. C.Pynchon, Sec’y.
nish evidence establishing their claim befote the Orderlv
P R IN T .
their own cloaks,
private or delicate nature
Sergeant, and no decision in favor ol such exemption shall
Three thousand yards of NEW PRINT selling from 8
X o . 5 U n a to m H o u s e B lo c k , (fJp Stairs,)
l e given unless within four Uhvs of such draft. IinmediALSO,
every
article
used
iu
the
manufacture
of
Cloaks
to
11
cents
yer
yard.
By a long course of study and practical experience of
LYSANDER HILL,
CONWAY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Over J . C. L idbey «fc Son’s , Hardware Store.
aiely upon the expiration of said period, the names of the unlimited extent, Dr. D. has now Ihe graliflciltit..... I pie- may be found at our Store.
Conway, Mass.........................................Capital $200,000.
persons drafted, and a certified copy of the ncord made ■mining (lie unfortunate with remedies that have never,
Rockland, April 3, 1662.
S h ee tin g .
D. C. Rogers, Sec’y.
C o u n s e llo r & A tto r n e y a t L aw , J. S. Whitney, Pres’t.
by the Clerk aforesaid, shall be transmitted to the Adjutant ' since he fir:
tluceJ them, failed to cure the most
T . E . & F . J . S IM O X T O X ',
General The Orderly Sergeant will notify the drafted i alarming
j of
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
TH O M A STO N , M E.
men comprssuig his company’s quota, to appear at the
L
a
d
ie
s
a
n
d
G
e
n
tle
m
e
n
GONORRHCEA AND SYPHILIS.!
Salem, Mass............................ Capital and Assets. $350,000,
place where the dralt, was made, on the sixth day sucFebruary 20, 1861.
9if
X o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
W H IT E A N D H O U S E K E E P IN G G O O DS.
A. Story, Pres’t.
J . T. Burnham, Sdc’y.
ceediug ««id draft, nt 9 o’clock A. M mid fr
. Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and
A full assortment
will proceed with them by public conveyance, if such can impure blood, Impotency, tcrofula, Gonorrhoea, Ulcers,
be had. and if not, t.y the most expeditions and economical pain mid distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma
THOMASTON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
method,to the place of rendezvous, of which notice will be tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses,
Thomaston,
Maine.
A new and full assortment which will he sold
C L O T H S , & c.
J U ta n x e g
at J a w ,
given hereafter. In case of the resignation, absence, or Humors, frightful Swellings, and ihe long train of horrible
Atwood Levensaler, Pres’t.
Wm. R. Keith, Sec’y
Cheap Cloths for Men and Boys wear, White and Color O l x o
neglect of the Orderly Sergeant to perform the duties symptoms attending this class of disease, are made to be
f o r O a s lx .
ed Woolen Flannels, Cotton Flannels, Tickings, Dennims,
herein required, the captain elect, or either ot the lieu come as harmless os the simplest ailinga of a child.
PENOBSCOT MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Stripe and Checked Shirtings, English, Scotch and Domes
tenants, in default of his superior officer, will officiate in
—ALSO—
B E R R Y ’S B L O C K , M A I N S T R E E T ,
SEMINAL
WEAKNESS.
S
I
L
K
S
!
S
I
L
K
S
!
!
Bangor,
Maine.
his stead.
tic Ginghams, Cotton and Worsted Darn ask, French and
E. L. Hamlin, PreB’t.
B. Plummer, Sec’y.
M R S . H A R D I N G ’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Dr. D. Devotes a great part of bis time (o the treaf/nent
Domestic Patches, Hosiery and Gloves.
Eighth. - Reasonable compensation will he made for the
Rockland, July 12, 1860.
291y
Owing (o Ihe DEPRESSION ill ihe sale of (HIGH COST
performance ol these duties, and necessary expenses reim of those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which
GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.
bursed.
rums the body and mind, unfitting the unfortunate indi- GOODS our Stock of
L ife In s u ra n c e .
WILLIAM B E A T TIE ?
N inth.—One or more competent Surgeons in each Coun vulual for business or society, borne of the sad and mel
The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, whith will change
Life insurance effected in the following sound companies
In great variety, cheaper than ever before offered in ibis gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to un auburn, dark
ty will be designated by the Governor, of whose appoint ancholy effects produced by early habits of vouth, are
business on the most approved plans, and offering in
B la c k a n d F -a n c y S ilk s
city.
ment notice will he given, mid whose certificates of disa Weakness of the Back and limbs. Dizziness of the Head
brown or black color. For sale by
C o u n seU o r a n d A t t o r n e y a t L aw , doing
ducements second to no other companies. Premiums may
bility (and of none other) will be respected by Orderly Dimness of sight. Palpitation of the iieai t, Dyspepsia, Ner- 1
J.
L.
G1OFRAY,
Sole
Agent.
be
paid quarterly, semi-annually, or yearly.
FEATH ERS
37(f
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
Sergeants, or others in authority. When tiny person en vousness, Derangement ol the digestive functions. Symp-I will be sold at much less th an former prices.
rolled as aforesaid is sick and unable to present himself toms of Consumption. Ac. The fearful effects on the
All grades, very low .
PETER THACHER & BROTHER. NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
personally before a Surgeon appointed as aforesaid, such mt.id are much to Ixe dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion
JOSEPH L. GIOFRAY,
T . E . & F . J . S IM O X T O X ,
Boston, Muss.............. Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000.
burgeon may, if he shall deem the cuuse sufficient, issue a of ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
The above named goods together with the ten thousand N o . 5 C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S t a i r .)
self-distrust, timidity, Arc are among the evils 1
certificate of exemption, upon the production before hi.n of society,
and one articles that go to make up the most extensive Will sell a nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less than it Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
•il'JCtd
Such
persons
should
before
contemplating
of the sworn statement of the party in reference to the naX o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
slock
of
Dry
Gonds
now
offering
in
this
market,
will
all
O
F
F
I
C
E
.
N
O
.
2
K
I
M
B
A
L
L
B
L
O
C
K
.
rnatrimoir
suit
a
physician
of
experience,
mid
be
nt
i
can
be
bought
in
uuy
hair
store
iu
Boston.
i te and extent ol his disability or disease, and a sworn
Hartford, Connecticut.. . Accumulated Capital. 3 000,000.
be said if possible at some price by the first of September
health and happiness.
1 will sell a Lady’s French Wig two dollars less than MAIN STREE T.................................... ROCKLAND, ME
statement in detail concerning the same hv u Physician or once restored
XT The above are tlie oldest Life Insurance Companies
nex', as I contemplate a change in business and intend to cost.
■l-aln-iitsw liow i.il (o re ....io under !>;. Dow’s Ini0.
burgeon ol good standing in the County.
P eter T aacher .
3. T iia ciier .
in the United States. The insured participate in the profits
commence
THE
FALL
CAMPAIGN
with
an
entire
new
‘ ,J W
^ rn .J.e d w'.>h P'eai1 will sell a Frizetle from three Inches to five and a quar
Tenth.—-The drafted men from thedifferent Companies, ! X
Stock.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf
ter
inches,
from
fifty
cents
to
one
dollar
less
than
can
be
after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will be formed
P. S. 1 would say to my old pairous and friends now is bought in Boston.
tur
CHARTER OAK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
into companies and regiments, which will be officered as rections for •a>l parts of tits couiUry, with Tull dia rme chance fot you to secure good bargains. Please give
Hartford, Conn.....................Capital and Surplus, $500,000.
I will sell a Hair Band from one to two dollars less.
provided by the laws of their State and of the United Dr. !>*•
..ae, on receiving description of your cases.—
me a cull.
States.
1 will sell the best Hair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
*'
ow has also for sale the French Capones, warranted
W
IN
D
O
W
S
H
A
D
E
S
.
P
*
C
H
A
S
E
>
Ladies
in
particular
are
requested
to
call
at
my
rooms
Life Insurance effected as above, on either stock or mu
Eleventh.—Drafted men may furnish substitutes but *•E. BARRETT.
entive. Order by mail. Three for S i, and a
and examine the work, ns I am sure they will he satisfied
tual plan.
not be relieved from personal service upon o a ':
Rockland, June 11, 1862.
25xf
under the law of this State,
u„ u gue
with both price and ir uteriul.
C f E. H. Cochran , thankful for the liberal patronage
CLOTII W INDOW SHADES in every Style of Gilt,
I6ly
d e n t i s t ,
April, 1862.
Orders for C ustom W ork promptly executed aud
heretofore received, pledges himself to give the most care
8E COK P
Painted or Crayon, RUSTIC BLINDS, Cord and Tassels,
entire satisfaction warranted.
ful attention to all business entrusted to him in the insur
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
I— Cities. Towns ami P1Tussel Hooks and Loops, Curtain Fixtures, Side Light
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my
ance
line.
48tf
of able-bodied Voluo’
’e . . .
.
O ffice i n W ila o n «Sc W h i t e ’a B lo c k .
humble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall en
TO W H O M
Curtains, Damasks, FEATHERS, and every article in ihe
vice, upon bln”’
.antations furnishing their quota
deavor to use my best efforts to retain the present trade
municin-*
..eers enlisting for nine hi mill’s serArtificial Teeth inserted and warranted to give satisfac
UPHOLSTERY Line.
and
respectfully
solicit
an
extention
of
the
same.
.. ks to be lurnished from this office to the
tion in every respect All operations performed on the
natural teeth, in the most skillful manner.
ui authorities or militia officers, and who shall be
S H A V IN G D E P A R T M E N T .
^embled at some place within their city, town or planta
Rockland, February 18, 1862.
9tf
T . E . Jt F . J . S IM O X T O X ,
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring, Curling,
A J N O T E C E IR
tion,mid oil their way to the rendezvous, on or before Wed- i
a.id Frizzling done a little better than at any other estab
ntoday the 3d day of September next, will beiclieved Irorn
DR. J. ESTEN ,
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
lishment iu i he State, this is what the people say.
their liability to a dralt, said Volunteers being accepted in
G
R
E
A
T
M
Y S T E R Y SO LV ED !
B e it K n o w n , T h a t
lieu ol drafted men, and no dralt from such cities and
H o o e o p a th ic P h y s i c i a n .
L A D IE S’ P R IV A T E ROOM
Has removed his Stock of
towns, under this call, will be made. Any num! er of \ olO ffice in W ila o n te W h i t e ’s B lo c k ,
or HAIR CUTTING and SHAMPOOING, which will be
unteers furnished as aforesaid, less than tbe quota, will be
done
for
half
the
usual
prices.
R O C K L A N D , M e.
received in part thereof, providrd they are residents of the A g r i c u lt u r a l I m p le m e n ts , S eeds
Particular attention paid to cutting Boys and Misses
City, Town or Plantation furnishing them, stud the draft
R esidence on Water Street, first house north of A. C.
OP TH E AGE.
uHair.
air.
will he made for the residue.
Spalding’s.
11.—Volunteers when in camp will be f'rmed into com
S to v es a n d H a r d w a r e to
r, .
. y
, ,
•
oa
At.
PERFUM ERY
Rockland, J^ne 5, 1860.
24tf
C L O A K IN G S .
panies and regiments, mid as far as may be consistent with
1ZTAS just received and has now in k^tore the I ajj deacriptiona for guie at this establishment.
the interests ol the service, iu accordance with the wishes
A x largest and most perfect assortment of
THOSLA S F R Y E
We have a fine Stock of these goods in Broudcloths,
ofthe different quotas, and companies will elect their own
NO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK,
officers, subject to the confirmation of the Commander-ill
and
Tricots, Light-Weights, Zepher Cloakings, Repellants,
which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
Chief.
o
see
hits
old
friends
and
customGlcnham
Sackings,
Ac.
Also
Mach
generally. Every mother should not fail to have a box in
Silk, Orrs V MacI ll—In ascertaining the quotas of Counties and Towns,
O F F IC E X O . 4 K IM B A L L , B L O C K ,
r and splendid assortment of
1
the house in case of accident.
the regulations of the War Department will be observed,
naught’s Spool Cotton all Colors and Numbers, Galloon
(Over the Store o f M. C. Andrews.)
winch are as follows -.—“ Additional regulations for the
MR. J L. GIOFRAY will sell his stock of Salve now
D w e l l i n g H o u s e , o n S p r in g S t r e e t ,
and Prussian Bindings, Cable Braid an I Tassels. Exam
enrollment and draft of militia. Ordered—8th. Thai in
L A S T S !
on hand consisting of 4000 Boxes for 13 cts per Box.
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
ever offered to the public,
H A Y IN G TOOLS,
ine cur Stock before making your purchases.
filling all requisitions f“r militia, the quota* of the several
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
J. L. GIOFRAY.
lie is weekly receiving large upplies from Boston and
States will be appointed by the Governors among the sev at very low prices.
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland,
Dec.
25,
1660.
(Sept.
20.
1859.
39tf)
the'varieiy
of
style
and
prices.
therefore
keep
posted
eral Counties, and wrben practicable, among the sub-di
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
481
T . E . te F . J . S I M O X T O X ,
visions of Counties, so that allowance shall he made to Phase call and be convinced that that is the J act.
such Counties and subdivisions lor all Volunteers thereto
_ T . E 7 & P . J . SIM O N T O N ,M J E iV A M ) B O Y S .
American and Foreign Patents.
Rockland, July 1, 1862.
28tf
fore furnished ny them, and mustered into the service of
X o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
(Successors to J. W. Brown,)
the United States, and whose stipulated term of service
shall not have expired.”
Now Is your time to gel lilted out for the coming WARM
-----D ealers in ----Portland and Xew York Steamers.
IV.—No State or United States bounty will be paid to
WEATHER, and
B
O
O
T
S !
uucli Volunteers, and it is hoped that Cities mid Towns
K
The splendid and fast Steamship
S O L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
furnishing ilieir quotas by voluntary enlistment, will not
' 7 - T . C H E S A F E .l K E , Cap(. S. Crowell,
Late
Agent
of
U.
S.
Patent
Office,
Washington,,
disregard the wishes of the General Government, that
W HITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
Xo.
2
Spofford
Block,
is
the
Place.
nine month’s voluireers should he raised without bounties will until further notice run as follows :
(under the Act o f 1857.)
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, tec.,
No Volunteers will be received in lieu of drafted men from
H O O P S K IR T S .
Made Thereon.
Leaves Brown’s W harl,Portland, every WEDNESDAY
Rockland, June 10,1862.
25tf
76 S ta te S tre e t, o p p o s ite K ilb y S t r e e t . '
atty City or Town that snail pay a bounty of more than at 4 o’clock P. M , and leave Pier 9, North River, New
C L O A K IN G S & C LO A K S.
twenty dollars to each volunteer.
---- also ---York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
Now is your lime to buy Skirts, as we have a VERY
BOSTON.
The vessels are fitting up with fine accommodations for LARGE STOCK, bought
T H IR D .
FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty i
The provisions of the act of March IStli 18G2, in refer passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com
NO. 4 BERRY’S BLOCK.
M Y k N l S T Y ’S
years, continues to secure Patents in the United States'; | Rockland, Feb. 15, 1860.
ence to furnishing aid to the families of soldiers, will ex fortable route for travellers between New York aud Maine.
8tf
D ir e c t o r tlie M a n u fa c tu r e r s ,
also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign cuuntrie*.
tend to the families of drafted militia and nine months Passage S5.0U. including Fare and State Room.
Goods f.irw irded by ibis line to and from Montreal, .
Caveats. Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, and all Pa
volunteers.
Quebec,
Bangor,
Bath,
Augusta,
Eastport
and
St.
John.
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed on liberal terms,
FOURTH.
Shippers are requested to semi their Freight to the which we shall sell without regard to the “ WAR TAX,”
and with despatch. Researches made into American or
SUCCESSORS TO PIERCE Jc KALOR.
Quotas of Cities, Towns and Plantations for three years steamers as earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that she leaves which will soon make them from two to lour Dollars per
FO IL Q N E O R T W O H O R S E S .
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pat
DEALERS IN
volunteers, under ihe call ofthe President of July 2d, to Portland.
ents or Inventions—und legal or other advice rendered in
dozen higher.
fill up the old Regiments, will be received mid paid the
AKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat
For Freight and Passage apply to
all
mutters
touching
the
same.
Copies
of
the
claims
of
B
u
i
l
t
E
x
p
r
e
a
a
ly
to
u
ie
e
t
th
e
w
a
n
t*
o
f
N
e
w
Stale and United Stales bounty and advance pay, and
rons that he is now prepared to furnish all kinds and
i- M i O O T G
Call early and secure a GOOD BARGAIN.
EMERY A: FOX, Portland.
Htiy
Patent
furnished
by
remitting
One
Dollar.
Assign
town bounties as provided by votes of Towns a n ti/ the
qualities of BOOTS manufactured upon these CELE
E n g la n d F a r m e r s.
II. B CROMWELL, CO., No 66 West Street, N. Y
ments
recorded
at
Washington.
first day o f Seplemlx next, and not afterwards, and in
BRATED LASTS, which are the latest and most improv
December, 3,1861.
(Nov. 25.)
50tf
The Agency Is not only the largest In New England, but
T . E . Jc F . J . S I M O X T O N ,
those places which shall not have furnished their quoin at
ed pattern yet brought before the public.
through
it
inventors
have
advantages
for
securing
Patents,
Awarded the First Premium, Silver Medal and
that time under such call, a special draft will be ordered
T o W h o e v e r it M ay C o n cern .
of ascertaining the patentability of Inventions unsurpassed Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main St.
X o . 4 B e » r y B lo c k .
T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t
immediately thereafter ftfS- the deficiency.
Diploma, at the Massachusetts Charitable
by, it not immeasureubly supperior io, any which esn be EBEN B. MAYO,
(
FFICERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY AND THEIR
is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed
F IF T H .
offered them elsewhere. The Testimonials below given GEORGE F. KALER.J
MEN—if deceased, their heirs entitled to Bounty
Mechanics Association, Boston, I860.
in accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation o f
e that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PAT
March
3,
1859.
The Cities of Bangor. Augusta and Portland are appoint
Monev or Landa, Back Pay and Pensions for sevrices in
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and a
ENT OFFICE than the subscriber; and us SUCCESS IS
ed us ihe places of rendezvous lor the drafted men and any of the wars of the Uuitod Stales from the Revoluticn,
HE Machine as now constructed is excelled by no ma THE
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE
BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY,
nine months volunteers.
RUSSELL MILLS
chine in the World.
including the present war- I have had many years ex
LASTS.
would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
It is light draft, durable, easily managed and will not he
perience in pre curing the different claims due for services
By order of the Commander-in-Chief.
The principles herein suggested and followed out by
can
prove,
that
at
no
other
office
of
the
kind
are
the
char
clog.
in the different claims due for services In the different
careful aud patient reasoning and experiment hns now for
f r professional services so moderate. The immense
JOHN L. HODSDON,
M O U R N IN G GOODS.
It has no side draft, no weight on ’he hories neck, and ges
ns and having the laws und opinions in such cases. I
IE
subscribers,
having
6old
these
very
sb
the first time been practirally and fully developed and ap
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has
will cut well at any rale of speed. It is the best machine enabled
Adjutant General .
i prepared to as.-ist any person who may wish my ser
perior C o tto n D u c k for several years past, have plied. They produce a BOOT and SHOE perfectly com
him to accumulate a vast collection of specifica
ies, on reasonab’e terms. Information given gratis, by
found that it is considered the best brand now in geueral fortable and easy at first, no mutter how thick or substan
Thia Department receives our particular attention and in use, fur rough or uneven land as the Cutter bar Is en tions and official decisions relative to patents.
tirely uinJer the control ol the operator, and the Macliiue
mail or otherwise. I have had much (rouble in procuring
tial the soles, and the importance of this for predestriaa
These, besides his extensive library ol legal and mechan use.
N o tic e o f F o re c lo s u re .
tiins after others have been ernpli yed. To insure gue s now supplied with the choicest Gouds to be found in can not be tipped over.
The H A R D D U C K has been worn on large Schoon purposes cannot be exaggerated, and conferring advanta
ical works, and lull accounts of patents granted in the
ss, employ men that know how to do vour business.
the Market.
W arren , June 3 1862.
United States and Europe, render him uble, beyond ques ers, Yachts, Pilot Boats and has fully proved that it will ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who
TYTOTICE is heieby given that MARY’ O. HALL and
F.
A.
LEWIS.
suffer
from tender fe e t .
wear
longer
and
“
baq
”
lese
than
other
kinds
heretofore
tion,
to
offer
superior
facilities
f-»r
obtaining
Patents.
ELIJAH HALL, of Rockland, by their mortgage
Mr . W ise —In accordance with your request, to know
O F F I C E M A IN S T R E E T .
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a iu generul use.
deed, dated January twenty-filth. A. D. 1858, conveyed to
T . E . te F . J . S I M O X T O X ,
how I like the Manny Mower which I purchased of you last
Belfast March 25, 1662.
6tnl4
Mt. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck on real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS
Joel Richardson of said Rockland, the following described
season, I would say that it works to mi entire satisfaction, patent, and the usuul great delay there, are here suved in hand
will
hardly
be reconciled to wear any other. As one ex
and
for
sale
by
loi of land with the buildings thereon, situa'e in Rock
I have tried it in all kinds of grass, aud find that it works ventors.
X o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k .
A V .V I tltn jq l - W C 'l'O K Y
claims ! “ To all peisons who wish to have a neat fitting
N . BO Y N TO N te C O.,
land, to w it: begmniug on tbe Northerly line ol Park
admirably I would also state that a neighbor of mine
Boot and one in which they can take solid comport I
134 Commercial St.,
Street, so culled, and at the Southeasieily corner o fth e
T E S T IM O N IA L S .
witnessed the operation of the machine aud was so well
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
Feb. 22, I860.
(91y)
BOSTON.
Episcopal Church lot, North 10 deg. East, ninety-five
pleased with it that he has concluded to have you order
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and suc
T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E X T O L D ,”
feet to Andrew Ulmer’s line ; thence South 77 deg. East,
one for him. I would recommend the Manny Mower, us cessful practitioners with whom I have had official inter
JU S T R E C E IV E D
one hundred and fifty three feet, to the middle of the small
being the best Machine offered to the public. The one course.”
CHARLES MASON.
In short, this Last is made to f it the foot.
W.
0.
FULLER,
S
pear
B
lock
,
brook ; thence by the middle of said brook, South 10 deg.
horse Machine will perform the work of four men and do
Commissioner of Patents.
S a m p le B o o t s
West, eigiity-tiine feel, to MHid Park S treet: thence by the
it far superior. Try it brother farmers, und 1 think jou
A g e n t fo r Ik e W a r r e n F a c t o r y
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they
A L a rg e a n d F r e s h S to c k o f can be examined and by putting on a Boot any one can b
Non het ly line of said Park Street. Nor ill 60 deg. West,
will sav that it is the the heal investment you ever made. cannftt
employ a person more competent and trustworthy
S U M M E R B A L M O R A L S.
one hundred and fifty-three feet, to the first bounds;
AS ON HAND A GOOD STOCK OF THEIR
but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last.
"Yours truly,
A.. M. COBB.
and more capable of putting their applications in a form
record ofwhich may be found in Vol. 29,1‘nge 68 of Registry
T h e fin e s t b r a n d s o f S ta c k are worked at this
to secure for them an early and favorable consideration
of Deeds for the Eastern Disrrini ol Lincoln County.—
A new article in the Market, full width and length, just A g r ic u ltu r a l W a r e a n d S eed Store. at
Y a rn s , F la n n e ls , C assim e re s a n d
establishment by the beat workmen in the Stale, and
the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
And, whereas, the undersigned purchased ofthe said Rich
satisfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders Oiled with
J.
P.
WISE.
received;
also
a
fine
assortment
of
Moreens;
which
will
be
Late Commissioner of Patents.
ardson on the i went y-nintli day of October, A. D. 1859.
S a tin e tts ,
promptness
and despatch.
sold
low.
Mr.
R.
II.
Eddy
has
made
for
me
THIRTEEN
applica
the mortgage on the above property, as will he made to
28lf
Rockland, July 1, 1662.
At J. S. HALL & CO.’S,
tions, on all but one of which patents has been grunted,
J o b b i n g o f all kinds done with neatness.
appear by the Registry for the Eastern District of Lincoln which will he sold at the Factory prices for Cash or Wool
Rockland, June 12, 1861.
25lf
und that is now pending. Such unmistakeable proof of
County, Vol. 31, page 471, and the conditions of the said
F.
8.
Thankful
for the liberal patronage bestowed
T . E . dc F . J . S I M O X T O X ,
great taleut and ability on his part leads me to reccommortgage having been broken he claims to foreclose ihe
X o , 3 S p e a r B lo c k .
upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to busi.
N o tic e .
mend all inventors to apply io him to precure their pa
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
same by giving this public notice in accordai.ce with the JURIED CURRANTS,
ness to merit a liberal share in ihe fnture.
HE Committee on Claims and Accounts will be in .ses tents, as'they may be sure of having the most faithful at
X o . 4 B e r r y B lo c k
Statute made and provided.
sion at the Custom House, the first Friday of every tention bestowed on their cases, and at very reason
Give him an early Call, at
CITRON,
HENRY II. ULMER.
month until otherwise ordered.
able charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
Rockland August 7, 1862.
3w33
TAMARINDS,
T . K. OdGOOD,
>
Xo. 4, Spofford Block, up Stairs.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his I n a l l c a s e s , o r X o C h a r g e s M a d e .
C. L. ALLEN,
> Committee. large
FIGS,
practice, made on twice rejected applications SIX
Rockland, Dec. 19,1861.____________________ 3m52
G. W. KIMBALL, J r. )
R. DOW is consulted daily, from 8 a. m. to 8 p . m. as
Sliip-f arpenHTS ami Quarrymen
LEMONS,
TEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE ofwhich was decided
Rockland, May 14, lUti'4.
21tf
above, upon all difficult and chronic diseases of every
in liis favor, by the Committee of Patenta.
H ONEY, A c., tec.
name and nature, having by his unwearied attention and
R . H . ED D Y .
Q U IL T S ! Q U IL T S !
extraordinary success gained a reputation which calls pa
S. H A L L & CO.,
Boston, Dec. 2,1861.
Iy51
OME NEW AND PRETTY PA T T E R N S, just opening
N IC H O L S ’
tients from all parts o f the couutry to obtain advice
n n QUAKltYMEN, to work on granite quarry at
and for sale low by
H. H. CR1E.
Marseilles, Lancaster and HONEY COMB Quilts con
Among the physicians in Boston none stand higher in
X V Spruce Head.
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
May 1, 1862.
19tf
the profession than the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 End
slantly on hand. Also a few Woolen Blankets, which will
E li x i r o f B a r k a n d I r o n ,
—ALSO—
icott s tre e t Boston. Those who need the services of an
be
sold
without
regard
to
cost.
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call.
T w e n t y - f i r e S h ip C a r p e n t e r * to work on new
plOR
Sale
at
FINE ASSORTMENT JUST RECEIVED P. S. Dr. Dow impoits and has for sale a new article,
■hip building near Atlantic Wharf. For further particu
3. S. HALL <t CO.'S
lars appiy to
(he best qualities,
OAL Tar for sale at the G A 8 WORKS on the Point,
T . E . te F . J . S I M O X T O X ,
and for sale us low as the lowest, at the Brook, by called the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for $1,
low as the lowest, by
Sea Street.
and a red stamp.
COBB, W IGHT & CASE.
U. U. CR1E.
H. H . C BIE.
August 6, 1662.
33tf
May 1, 1862.
April, 1862.
161y
BoekUad, JUL 29,1861.
6tf
Rockland,
May, 1, 1862.
19tf
Mtf
Bocltland,|Apr:i
30,
1862.
No. 4 Berry Block.
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Spring and Summer Millinery.

!

S IM O N T O N ’S,

H o sie ry a n d Gloves,

Approved Machine Presses,
u o ^ w

Carpetings.

F L O O R O IL C LO TH S

m

i o E

E m b roid erin g M aterials,

s

Valuable Inventions & Improvements,

T H O R N D IK E

A

RARE

HOTEL.

CHANCE

S A IL -

N G~

D R Y GOODS,

S. R I C E ,

CLO AKS.

BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,

Colors o f B ro n ze W o rk ,

.A r r e a r s o f p a y S ecu red

H A IR W ORK.

O . C l. H J Y L L ,

Im n o rta n t to th e Afflicted.

a,

C a r p e tin g s

D E N T IS T R Y .

R em oval .

J.

P. W IS E ,

NEWS m _ T p l K U J 0 T !

IT MAY CONCERN.

greatest"novelty

T. A. W E N T W O R T H

Dr. J. C. PInraer’s

S a m a r ita n S a lve,

THIN HATS

PATEXT

R . 11. E D D Y ,

Silks, Dress Goods, Shaw ls,
C A R P E T S » FEATH ERS.

A

M AYO & K A L E R ,

P a te n t M ower a n d Reaper,

R . B IL L S

D R Y G O OD S,

T

O

T

O O T T O JV

D U C K .,

P

Y A R N S,FL A N N E L S &c.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS,

T

W ANTED.

C E R T A IN CU RE

D

J.

G rass Seeds,

Crockery.

S

Iro n a n d SI eel.

A

Coal T ar.
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